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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this dissertation is to direct attention towards differential way of 

approaching spaces of art, on the basis of Lefebvrian space production. But the 

space production in question is just one aspect which cannot be isolated from the 

wider social environment. 

While differential spaces of art seem to be - in theory at least- an ideal place for 

discussion within recent debates on representation, culture, identity and so on, 

they have nevertheless been relatively isolated from these perspectives. The main 

reason is that it is impossible to analyze the actual production of differential 

spaces. lt is possible, however, to elucidate and expose the production and the 

product - space (they are inevitably connected) - through first-hand experiences 

(participation), and through secondary sources such as documentary materials, 

newspaper articles, interviews etc. Production of differential spaces of art can be 

recognized in the following spatialities: appropriated spaces, embodied spaces, 

spaces of the so called "third sector", and inner spaces of mind, to name the 

examples described in the dissertation. 

lt also seeks answers to questions: what is specific to the production of differential 

spaces of art? What is the relationship between different spatialities? Between 

differential spaces of art and the Institution? And the art system? 

Additionally, this dissertation shows how the roles of the artist as well as the 

audience have changed; and according to the network theory which represents an 

important part of the space production, they can not be observed as separate 

entities but form a special kind of web where everything is connected with 

everything else. The principle of differential spaces of art can find its analogy in 

the "nomadic action" ( Critical Art Ensemble) which is an unmediated or direct 

action that can take space anywhere and where no particular social aggregate is 

designated as audience or participants. lt is experimental and without prescribed 

"outcome", it is any work which can create the conditions for people to engage in 

the transgressive act of rejecting a totalizing and closed rational order and to open 

themselves up to social interaction beyond the principles of habituation, of 

exchange, and of instrumentality within an environment of uncertainty. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"The more carefully one examines space, considering it not only with the eyes, 

not only with the intellect, but also with the senses, with the total body, the more 

clearly one becomes aware of the conflicts at work within it, conflicts which 

foster the explosion of abstract space and the production of a space that is other."1 

It has become a routine and a way of life to doubt every new epistemological 

preposition which has simultaneously led to the uncritical standpoint of "anything 

goes" philosophy. A clear example of that doubt is Baudrillarďs formulation of 

epistemological crisis of representation (simulacra) which suggest that our ability 

to differentiate (what is real and what is imagined) might disappear. This state of 

mind not only reflects the present situation, it might be more accurate to suggest 

that the era of doubt began with what Lyotard defined as "incredulity towards 

meta-narratives;" grand narratives were understood as totalizing stories about 

history and goals of human race that ground and legitimize knowledges and 

cultural practices. Lyotard developed his own version of postmodemity as an age 

of fragmentation and pluralism; pluralism of discourses, doubt in this pluralism 

and finally the "performative moment" (Lyotard in "language games") which 

denotes both.2 

Therefore, the following analysis should begin with the avantgarde movements of 

the last century where pluralism, doubt and "performativity" found their ground. 

And where the stress was set on the request for de-aesthetization of the 

autonomous art (also with the critique of the institutions) and on switching to 

everyday praxis or life; but it has always remained within the mechanisms of 

production, distribution and reception, significant for the autonomous art. It was 

1 Henri Lefebvre, Production oj Space, (transl. Donald Nicholson-Smith), Blackwell, 1999 
(English transl. first published 1991), p. 391. 
Space that is other in this context signifies a differential space. 

2 Lyotard's insistence on the legitimacy of the performative, of "small narratives", of the 
multiplicity and heterogeneity of language games lead him to a mosaic fracturing or splintering 
of knowledges. There are no longer absolute and universal rules or conditions that are valid for 
all statements. 
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the beginning of a self-negation of a system (self-negation being one operation 

among many in the system), "an attempt to press the system to its limits so as to 

include the excluded, or to surpass with its negativity everything that preceded it, 

or to allow every possible nonartistic reality to reenter the realm of art,"3 as Niklas 

Luhmann suggests. There were many attempts ofthis kind in the recent history of 

art. A vantgarde movements of the past attacked established positions of 

institutional power but were in return taken over by the very same institutions. 

They nevertheless raised the issue on how the art system handles the self

generated uncertainties and difficulties and put it into form.4 The question remains 

up-to date. But to presume the avantgarde can change any hegemonie systems or 

affect the nature of social institutions at present is a naive claim. It has been 

suggested that avantgardism is itself a genre, an art historical category, an 

available role that can be adopted by artists in the case of novelty, protest, and so 

on. Armand concedes, "it seems naive to make claims for an avant-garde of today 

smashing hegemonie systems in any formulaic ( or non-formulaic) manner, 

without taking into account the philosophical complicity of a "negative dialectics" 

with the very systems it seeks to destroy or disrupt. Moreover, there is always the 

danger that assertions of this kind merely recycle the usual clichés of nascent art 

movements and would-be social criticism. This does not mean that clichés 

themselves do not serve to encode linguistic or socio-political relations which 

need to be addressed. Indeed, there is an important sense in which they do, in fact, 

describe a type of cultural symptomatology - the manifestation of a sublimated 

language of "de ad metaphors", which circulates innocuously through the field of 

social discourse like a retro-virus."5 

Marcel Duchamp opened the door to the new perception of exhibition space 

emphasizing the power of display and idea, that the spectators (are the ones who) 

"make" a work of art. But the presentation space of his works was still a museum; 

or, to put it differently, his and other avant-garde artists' works demanded a 

3 Niklas Luhmann, Art as a social system, Stanford University Press, 2000, p. 293. 
4 1bid., p. 315. 
5 An ABC of Avant-gardism, An interview with Louis Armand, Perspektive Magazíne (by Sylvia 

Egger), at http://www.geocities.com/louis _ armandlperspektive.html 
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special, protected, and - in a certain way (at least in comparison to the everyday 

life space) - an unproblematic space. Although the auratic affirmativity was 

dissolved, such work still remained connected to museums and galleries and 

demanded to be treated as a work of art per se. Actually, it was the only way to 

recognize it as being art even though the reason for its being art - apart for its 

claim- remained mystery (as Luhmann points out). This was the reason why this 

sort of art was ( and still i s) in need of (linguistic) commentary. 

In contemporary art a similar paradox can be observed as with the avantgarde 

movements of the past. Although the contemporary art practices tend to 

heteronomy and blending with life blurring the boundaries between them, as was 

the idea before, it is not so in reality and contrary to its "art blends with life" 

yearnings, contemporary art is to a large extent disconnected from everyday life 

and no matter how hard it tries to escape the art system it is precisely where 

(history repeats itself!) it finds its place. This generates "endless oscillation 

between inside and outside"6 and offers opportunities for expression on the basis 

of this distinction - which shows how artwork symbolizes difference; by 

integrating the excluded into realm of inclusion.7 One looks for ways of staging 

art at the level of operations that present themselves to observation as works oj art 

- this claim remains an integral part of the self-negation of art.8 Therefore 

practices, where the actual blending of art and life takes place - outside as life -

(that are intersection quantity ofthe both: "included-included"), are no longer art. 

Art = life equation is therefore possible only on assumption that as long as it is art 

it is intended to be representation. To put it in somewhat different terms - "if the 

inside is a system of differences or of differentially determined positions, then the 

outside cannot be a further difference or position, for then it would be part of the 

inside."9 

Today it is very often the case that projects (i.e. socially activist models of/from a 

society) are well-thought in advance and thus even the last factor of "surprise" is 

6 Niklas Luhmann: 2000, p. 293 
7 lbid., p. 294. 
8 lbid., p.296. 
9 Oliver Marchart, Art, Space and the Public Sphere(s), 1998, at 

http://www.eipcp.net/diskurs/d07 /text/marchart _prepublic _ en.html 
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dropped; therefore, nothing interrupts, not even for a moment, the illusion of art 

and life blending. 

This "inside-outside" bias has been an on-going debate. While many theorists 

consider the fact that the inside necessarily needs its outside to constitute an 

identity (for example) and subsequently direct their attention towards defining 

borders, Hard and Negri argue in a somewhat Deleuzian manner that in a 

"postmodern world . . . the modem dialectics of inside and outside has been 

replaced by a play of degrees and intensities, of hybridity and artificiality."10 In 

other words, what they are saying is that there is no clear distinction between 

outside-inside anymore, and, instead, there is what appears to be a "continuous, 

uniform space."ll Accordingly there is no "other" anymore in a sense that there 

are no definitions of what this "other" is. Since the old categorizations became 

obsolete (with new consumer identifications and new authorities) the new cultural 

imperative (of the West) became, as Renata Salecl writes, "individua! project of 

self-creation. "12 

They are actually the new authorities (trade marks-brand names) which dictate the 

so-called freedom of choice. "Other" in this context became the question of 

multiple choices of identification which blur all cultural diversity and 

individuality. 

In this work I propose a different overview of "art spaces outside institutional 

frames" (or as sometimes awkwardly addressed as "public art", "community art", 

"alternative art" etc). These are the spaces of certain practices, which occur as 

"resistance models against the depersonalization and acculturation of global 

capitalism"13 (which blurs the distinctions between inside and outside) or any 

other homogenized realm (including totalitarian condition) and where different 

realms emerge in which cultural capacity is exercised producing differential 

spaces of art. 

10 Michael Hardt, Antonio Negri, Empire, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
London, England, 2000, pp. 187-188. 

11 1bid.,p.190. 
12 Renata Salecl, Henrietta L. Moore, So ljudje, ki nimajo dvomov, Delo (Sobotna priloga), 

30.10.2004, p. 31. 
13 Okwui Enwezor, Mega-Exhibitions and the Antinomies of a Transnational Global Form, in 

Manifesta Journal, no. 2, Winter 2003/Spring 2004, p. 31. 
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I believe it is important to draw attention to the fact that I talk about spaces where 

that, what happens in space is perceived and experienced as art or art process - or 

not, where space is not being pre-determined as "space marked for art"14 and 

where the importance is placed on "relations" focused into the sphere of human 

relations. And not in the sense of Luhmann who calls integrating the negation of 

the (art) system into that very system a particular strategy, i.e. that strategy would 

necessarily involve acknowledgement and research of the system's boundaries. I 

agree with Doreen Massey who argues that boundaries may be necessary for the 

conceptualization of a space itself, but definition in this sense does not have to 

come about through simple counterposition to the outside, definition can actually 

come about through the linkage to that outside, which is part of what constitutes 

the space. 15 But I would like to point out that the case of my study is not the 

question of how and why the process of integration of "excluded" into the realm 

of "included" occurs. The purpose is above all to bypass this old "institutional

non institutional" ( excluded-included/outside-inside) bias which still prevails in 

current thinking and to introduce new ways of observing/approaching it instead, 

through opening up the opposition with a new term and new approach - which I 

designated as (production of) differential spaces of art. The difference now is to 

"think of space production" which substitutes the question of what constitutes the 

boundaries/borders and how these borders are managed. To return to Luhmann in 

this context again, he goes on saying that "the differentiation of the art system 

... allows the relation between system and environment to be reintroduced in to the 

system in the form of relationship between self-reference and hetero-reference."16 

The same can be observed with differential spaces of art; art ( or becoming-art, or 

not yet art, or not just art ... to avoid the confusion the word "art" will be applied 

from now on) is integrated into everyday space: "by accepting, describing and re-

14 Ausgetriiumt (exh. cat.), Secession, Wien, 2001, p. 36. 
Boris Groys commented: "I think what makes art interesting today are not the artworks ... What 
makes art interesting for me are the spaces marked for art ( emphasis added) which function 
re1ative1y autonomous1y." 

15 Doreen Massey, Power-geometry and a progressive sense oj place, in Mapping the Futures, 
Local cultures, global change, Routledge, 1993, p. 67. 

16 Cf. See chapter Self-Description in Niklas Luhmann: 2000, pp. 244-315. 
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describing its own differentiation as a form," 17 as Art & Language says but with a 

difference - as systems are nothing more than the "relation between an actor and 

something which is as it is and, furthermore, is what it is a result ofthat relation"18 

- the case here is that the art system creates certain openness which correlates with 

an extemal unmarked space ( social space of everyday; which could be 

collaborative, dialogical, antagonistic, conflictual etc.) and since this openness is 

being a necessary correlate ofthe system' s own operations it results- in retum- in 

the production of differential spaces of art. 

It can be concluded that the more hetero-references get to be accepted by the art 

system and the more "life" is generated in a work of art, the more important space 

is, because it is the very space (and mechanisms it involves) that frames particular 

work as an artwork and gives it extra meanings. Daniel Buren stated: "the site 

itself becomes the frame. And as such, the frame ceases to be something that 

contains art, that which is stable and calculable. Instead, the work, as it is dictated 

by the site-as-frame, is in flux, constantly changing according to the 

transformation ofthe space in which it is installed." 19 

Special cases are the so called "uncoded spaces" I spaces of everyday as they 

require a different approach. It tumed out Lefebvrian matrix was the most 

appropriate tool for that as it combines not only material and mental spheres but 

additionally introduces a third concept - social space. 

Taking all these facts into consideration I intentionally do not expose non

institutional spaces neither altemative spaces ( of art) - because this would mean 

conceptualization of spaces which would be different compared to an institution, 

but exactly because of that stili ideologically conditioned in the same way. This 

(incomplete) terminology is dictated by Western European logic based on binary 

contraries; for example Nnon-A, institutionlnon-institution. That is why my 

approach is essentially open. Homi Bhabha calls this "a space of translation: a 

17 Art & Language, Roma Reason. Niklas Luhmann's Art as a Social System, in Manifesta Joumal, 
no. 1, Spring /Summer 2003, p. 54. 

18 Ibid., p. 44. 
19 Bojana Piškur, Comme dans un miroir, in Form Specific (exh. cat.), Moderna galerija Ljubljana, 

2003, p. 41. 
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place of hybridity."20 It is based primarily on different understanding of space, 

where the space is not seen as subordinated to time, as closed and never-changing 

system (stasis), but is perceived as an equivocal part of this particular relation 

instead. Of course, space in this relation is not an unproblematic one. The 

difference i s that "space-time compression", as Doreen Massey writes "has not 

been happening for everyone in all spheres of activity;"21 and is being defined by 

the economic factors, wealth, gender relations, mobility, access to technological 

advantages like computers, internet and so on. It needs to be taken into 

consideration that different social groups and individuals are placed in very 

distinct ways in relation to space-time (we should also perhaps consider Burdieu's 

habitus at this point). This social differentiation leads us to the question (as 

Massey suggests) as of which and whose condition of postmodemity we are 

talking about. Subsequently my research of differential spaces of art would not 

ha ve been possible ha ve I not been part of the privileged spatio-temporal group. 

My analysis is based on the study Production oj Space by Henri Lefebvre. The era 

of time was the era of grand narratives, ours is the era of space (see for example 

Lyotard, Jameson, Harvey, Soja). The space is defined by and defines the 

relations in a society, or to put it in the words of Doreen Massey: "( ... ) society is 

necessarily constructed spatially, and that fact- the spatial organization of society 

- makes a difference to how it works ... The existence of the spatial depends on the 

interrelation of objects... Space is not absolute, it is relational."22 It can be 

concluded that the social relations themselves create and define space and time. 

And according to Lefebvre, space is permeated with social relations; it is not only 

supported by social relations but it is also producing and produced by social 

relations.23 

Even though much has already been written on the importance of space and 

spatiality, arts included (if we are to remember site-specificity issues, for 

20 Homi K. Bhabha, Location oj Cu/ture, Routledge, London/New York, 1994, p. 25. 
21 Doreen Massey, Power-geometry and a progressive sense oj place, in Mapping the Futures, 

Local cultures, global change, Routledge, 1993, p. 60. 
22 Doreen Massey, Politics and Space/Time, in New Left Review No. 196 (Nov./dec. 1992), p.77. 
23 Henri Lefebvre, Production oj Space, (transl. Donald Nicholson-Smith), Blackwell, 1999 

(English transl. first published 1991), p. 286. 
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example ), our rapidly changing spatial sensibility notwithstanding, historical 

(temporal) and social approach ofthe world stili prevail, while space is considered 

more or less a container (or a stage) to be filled with objects and events or is- on 

the other band - being thought of like in Virilio's technological determinism, 

"total dissolution of space, space as an isochronie plane, space degree zero, space 

as the lost dimension."24 Therefore I propose not thinking of "spaces marked for 

art" (where space is given shape exclusively by the art system) but of more fluid 

spaces/ becomings of art, or even of "creating new conceptual spaces" (Deleuze) 

according to different spatial-historic-social settings which are now considered as 

equivalents but with an emphasis and taking into consideration that every 

production of space is inherently a political process. This way differential spaces 

of art can be though of as being simultaneously "outside" and "inside" of the 

discourse in which art system gives meaning to everything. 

Hélio Oiticica wrote of a necessity for a new community; this community would 

not make works of art, but "something as the experience in real life - all sorts of 

experiences that could grow out in a new sense of life and society - kind of 

constructing an environment for life itself based on the premise that creative 

energy i s inherent in everyone. "25 He advocated a rather utopian presumption; 

nevertheless the idea is similar to that of differential spaces of art - to construct a 

space of creative manifestation where extemal operations become intemal 

structures of the space itself. 

In this sense also these so called differential spaces of art are embraced as a 

whole; not only object/work included in them ( or to avoid the confusion; 

something that is potentially becoming art in a sense ofthe art system) counts, but 

they ( and this is crucial for our definition) consist of the enrollment and different 

positions of heterogeneous elements. Artisť work is simultaneous reconstruction 

of social contexts of which they form a part - differential spaces simultaneously 

24 Virilio cited in Tím Luke, Gearoid o Tuathail, Thinking geopolitica/ space: the spatiality oj war, 
speed and vision in the work oj Paul Virilio, in Mike Crang and Nigel Thrift (ed.), Thinking 
Space, Routledge, 2000, p. 17. 

25 Helio Oiticica, Creleisure, in Helio Oiticica (exh. cat.), Galerie nationale du Jeu de Paume, 
Paris, Projeto Helio Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro, Witte de With, Rotterdam, 1992, p. 135. 
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link the social and natural contexts upon which they act ( seeing space as a 

moment in the intersection of configured relations ). This leads to a relational 

epistemology (see: Jay Lemke, Bruno Latour) which rejects the naive positivist 

view of objects as existing in themselves prior to any participation in networks of 

interactions (including the interactions by which they are observed, described, 

installed, interpreted, etc.). 

An important aspect represents a proposition by Deleuze and Guattari on 

reorganizing thought, which highlights certain inter-activity between the concept, 

object and subject and leads to a process of inventive connection. Such was their 

proposition of "nomad thought" which does not lodge itself in the grounding of an 

ordered interiority:26 it moves freely between the three domains of representation; 

knowing no set bounds. It is crossing that allows freedom of movement. Rupture 

in time which is not yet taken over by the (art) system. "What is ofinterest are the 

circumstances."27 At any point in time a concept is open to an infinite array of 

circumstances and subjects. As Massumi illustrates, a brick (as concept) can be 

used to construct a courthouse, can be thrown through the window or an array of 

other circumstances ... What is then the concept or circumstance of the "brick"? 

And of the subject; the person who lays the brick, the arm which throws it? All or 

none of the above?28 What of the object of the brick, the courthouse? The 

window? The laws represented in the building itself? 

Similarly - what are the circumstances of the space of art? An answer to that could 

be - effects between events and becomings in the space. This mode of thinking 

opens other possibilities and approaches in the space; "flux" as the essential is

ness of the universe - a perpetua! motion of particles, energies, and singularities 

(in the words ofDeleuze and Guattari). 

26 Brian Massumi in Introduction, Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 
Capitalism&Schizophrenia, (transl. Brian Massumi), Continuum, London/New York, reprint 
2003, p. 17. 

27 1bid., p. 15. 
28 1bid., p. 16. 
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In connection to differential space oj art, the next two items I will shed light on in 

the next chapter are crucial for understanding its working mechanisms: 

1. Institution, antropofagia, art system and production of different exhibition 

spaces. 

2. "Public space". 

14 
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THE NOTION OF THE INSTITUTJON, ANTROPOFAGIA, 
ART SYSTEM AND DIFFERENT EXHIBITION SPACES 

In this chapter I will investigate different exhibition spaces (spaces marked for 

art). The discussion raises few key issues that will be explained here. The first is 

the issue of the term Institution, antropofagia and art system in connection to the 

framework of art exhibition spaces. I will examine more closely the operational 

mechanisms in traditional museum, gallery, contemporary museum and 

extramuseal spaces. These observations will be useful for further analysis of 

differential spaces of art. As will be shown, Henri Lefebvre's "production of 

space" is an important tool in conceptualizing these art spaces. 

lnstitution 

The term is applied here as an constituting element of art system which, on the 

mental level, links art to the abstract space of capitalism or to the space of 

totalitarian condition, or to what Deleuze-Guattari call the striated space of the 

"state apparatus". It is in the domain of the Secondspace or Lefebvrian 

"representation of space". 

In regard of current economic/political/cultural situation there is no existence for 

art outside the institutional space. In a somewhat different terminology Henri 

Lefebvre argued that hegemony is exercised over society as a whole, culture and 

knowledge included, and generally via human mediation.29 Passive hegemony 

(Gramsci) in this context could be applied to art system; it is exercised to keep the 

privileges, status quo position and relative closure; furthermore this is the system 

without really radical democratic behavior but which is always willingly 

exhibiting suspicion about the classic democratic forms ( of govemment), so that 

they can easily keep up with their economic, social and political privileges. 

29 Henri Lefebvre: 1991, p. 10. 
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Some critics (Chin-Tao Wu, Privatising Cu/ture: Corporate Art Intervention 

Since the 1980s) have pointed out the similarities between multinational museums 

and multinational corporations which share an insatiable appetite for increasing 

their share of a competitive global market, their ambition involves them in 

physical expansion and the occupation of space in other countries. This process 

also involves making aggressive deals in an open marketplace and maneuvering 

capital. 

Perhaps this new global cultural hegemony is best summarized by the director of 

the Guggenheim Museum Thomas Krens stating: "We have put this program of 

global partners in place, where we have long-term associations with institutions 

like Deutsche Bank and Hugo Boss and Samsung. "30 Gregory Sholette has a 

critical attitude towards museums and palaces of high culture (that have appeared 

in the past as a shelter for civic life, set apart from the vulgarities of capitalism) 

where les s than two decades later the effect of the massive economic restructuring 

that started in the 1980's i s evinced by the increasingly eager and unashamed 

embrace not only of corporate money but also of corporate values.31 

Generally speaking - it is not enough to presume that institutional spaces are 

spaces which are transparent in their "institutional" nature or, to put it differently, 

spaces where mechanisms constituting Institution are accepted as such. Institution 

is, above all, an abstract (mental) concept of an abstract space; it includes not only 

mental concepts of physical realities which manifest themselves in the form of 

museums, galleries, academies, art magazines and so on but also denotes a whole 

range of different operations (co mp lex dynamic processes) such as interference 

into non artistic fields of knowledge (with selecting, collecting, codification, 

evaluation, archiving, exhibiting, placing into contexts, evaluating and so on). It 

is so powerful (an Empire in itself which " ... manages hybrid identities, flexible 

hierarchies, and plural exchanges through modulating networks of command.")32 

that it leaves marks on everything it encounters and discourses are no exception -

30 Thomas Krens cited in Gregory Sholette, Some cal/ it Art, 2002, at 
http://www.eipcp.net/diskurs/d07 /text/sholette _ en.html 

31 1bidem. 
32 Michael Hardt, Antonio Negri, Empire, Harvard Univeristy Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 

London, England, 2000, p. xiii. 
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after all we are defined by ideological conventions - and primarily by the use of 

language. Maybe Guy Brett's words resonate when he says the process of 

questioning institutional constraints is one in which everyone becomes involved, 

even involuntarily. This is the process with no dogmatic prescriptions and no final 

answer. No one is outside ofit and there is no superior wisdom. 

In Deleuzo-Guattarian way Institution coincides with the so called "state

philosophy", a representational thinking dominated in the W estem metaphysics 

since Plato, which is grounded in double identity;33 of the thinking subject and of 

the concepts it creates and to which it lends its own presumed attributes of 

sameness and constancy. This subject, its concepts, and the "extemal" objects to 

which the concepts are applied have a shared, interna! essence: the self

resemblance at the basis ofidentity. 

Suely Rolník assumes that "it is in the invisible that capital will discover the 

unexplored mine; to extract life's formulae for creation."34 This extraction 

happens in the field of "subjective life" where the territory of existence is being 

shaped by the dominant order - capitalism. In other words, what is happening is 

the constant movement of "deterritorialization" and "reterritorialization" (to use 

the words of Guattari) of lived spaces. Deterritorialization- when something, a 

subjectivity35 as Guattari calls it, is taken out of its environment during the 

operations of evaluation, creating meaning etc, and reterritorialization - when this 

something, subjectivity, is given an extra value, meaning ... and is assigned to a 

new space (museum, for example) where it becomes controlled by the Institution; 

it becomes the Institution. Resistance to this is not in "opposition to current reality 

in an alleged parallel reality" but its aim is now the principle that leads the destiny 

of creation. 36 

33 Brian Massumi, A User's Guide to Capitalism and Schizophrenia, Deviations from Deleuze and 
Guattari, A Swerve Edition, MIT Press, 1992, p. 4. 

34 Suely Rolník, Despachos at the museum: Who knows what may happen ... , at 
http:/ I stretcher.org/ essays/images/ despachos/ despachos _sr. php 

35 Subjectivity as produced by various individua! forces, group forces, and social fields, the molar 
and molecular universes that are available to a given subject, or "the ensemble of conditions 
which render possible the emergence of individua! and/or collective instances as self-referential 
existential Territories, adjacent, or in a delimiting relation, to an alterity that is itself subjective", 
writes Guattari in Chaosmosis. 

36 Suely Rolník, Despachos at the museum: Who know s what may happen ... 
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The creative proces s should not therefore result in a "cloned" territory, term 

coined by Suely Rolník, but in using the investment of Institution and negotiating 

with it in order "to keep life as leading ethical principle"37 to prevent abstract 

space taking over lived space. 

It needs to be clarified here that I am not talking about some kind of "new 

revolution in art", it is a notion of a particular direction and phenomena we cannot 

easily incorporate into art system because the art system has not yet recognized 

them as art works per se; (art has to be recognized as such to be a part of the 

system. There are analytical tools for decoding it and to give it an extra value. 

Cultural-economic logic itself demands it). It is of course not impossible that 

these processes afterward become incorporated in museum collections and the 

like, but this is not the point here. Again, as Rolník pointed out, the importance is 

in the principle that leads the destiny of creation. Principle is similar as with the 

"instauration" - which is an improvised event of participants with rituals and 

objects; what remains after the event i s over are the (profane) objects which 

(possibly) continue their "life" in an exhibition as an installation - works of art 

(works ofBrazilian artists Tunga, Laura Lima, Cabelo are such examples). 

Alike, Brazilian artist Hélio Oiticica (in the 60's) spoke of proposals, which are 

open works like cells, and which could be taken up anywhere in the world and 

mix with local cultural possibilities. I shall return to his ideas in a further chapter, 

but here I would like to emphasize the importance of his idea of a proposal -

which is in fact a revolutionary idea - he did not consider work or event to be 

concluded by themselves, he suggested re-constructing the work in different 

situations instead; this way the work would stay "alive" and always different. 

In a way his presumption corresponds to the idea of trialectics (Lefebvre ), where 

binary opposites are opened up. These new forms of cooperation, connecting and 

distribution in the sphere of art come close to what Edward Soja called the 

Thirdspace (Thirdspace: spaces of peripheries, margins, chosen spaces for 

emancipation; flexible term that attempts to capture what is constantly shifting 

and changing milieu of ideas, meanings ... ). This is, in my opinion, the case where 

37 Ibidem. 
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"art" potential is - in "keeping life as leading principle" (Suely Rolník). Parallels 

to these ideas can be found in Felix Guattari's concept on "molecular revolution" 

which is "this dimensi on of interrogation of the relationship between subjectivity 

and all kinds ofthings, the body, time, work, problems of daily life. Iťs something 

that develops precisely in the direction of diversity, of a multiplicity of 

perspectives, of creating the conditions for the maximum impetus of processes of 

singularization. Iťs not a question of creating agreement; on the contrary, the less 

we agree, the more we create an area, a field of vitality in different branches of 

this phylum of molecular revolution, and the more we reinforce this area. Iťs a 

completely different logic from the organizational, arborescent logic that we know 

in political or union movements."38 

Antropofagia 
About creating concepts through which activate new mappings. 

(to paraphrase Deleuze and Guattari) 

One of the main problems regarding the formulation of the so-called art spaces 

outside institutional frames today i s its obsolete notion ( as already mentioned) on 

being positioned "outside" - the question is: what does it actually mean to be 

"outside" of an institution in this (art) context? 

To resist the mechanism of any institution while Imagmmg one is positioned 

outside of it is at least romantic illusion if not a naive quest. It is an accepted 

fact/reality that we are already in the space-time dimension dictated by the 

Institution. The paradigm of art outside institutional frames is somehow similar to 

the paradigm of contemporary museum; if Institution is omnipresent then there is 

no future for art outside this context, as they are inevitably connected (art = 

Institution), what exist outside is "not-art" (to speak in binary terms due to the 

lack of sufficient terminology), a plurality of potentially "to be art" among many 

different, fluid and adaptable systems of being. In Deleuzo-Guattarian way - there 

38 Charles J. Stivale, Discussion with Felix Guattari, at 
http://webpages.ursinus.edu/rrichter/stivale.html 
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are many "becomings of art" out there which demand a constant translation and 

negotiation; from which something other /new emerges. 

And there are the artists, too. If one is an artist what one does is Art. But it is 

actually not so simple. If we consider the other pole of the same stick, of what we 

sball call "cultural antropofagia", then we are facing a new field which demands a 

different approach. For what is antropofagia in this context? Originally employed 

by the Brazilian avant-garde in the 1920's, the movement was based on the 

Manifesto Antropofagico by Oswald de Andrade. Antropofagia was about 

cannibalization of European culture in Brazil where emphasis was put on afro

indigenous myths and traditions. The idea was to recognize oneself in the "other" 

( devour foreign influences ), di gest them and convert them in to something new. 

Antropofagia in this discourse could be taking the most appropriate of the 

institutional constraints and use them to free oneself of their limitations. For 

example, by combining tactical sabotage and improvement of the existing order. 

Walter Benjamin's notion on "new barbarian" comes to mind here. The new 

barbarian sees nothing permanent but for this reason sees ways everywhere. And 

that is why he/she positions him/herself at the crossroads. Not deconstructing 

representations of space par excellence (museums, galleries) but producing 

different kind of spatiality instead. Artists are therefore not only creating art, but 

creating possible spaces for this art. 

»Antropophagy. Absorption of the sacred enemy. In order to transform him into 

totem.« 

(Manifesto Antrophophagico) 

In Deleuze - Guattarian way of thinking antropofagia could be a "becoming", in a 

sense that becoming is a process of desire. There are many becomings, "other 

contemporaneous possibilities", that are not regressions but creative involutions 

bearing witness to "an inhumanity immediately experienced in the body as such", 
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unnatural nuptials "outside the programmed body."39 Furthermore, "becoming is 

always marginal, a simultaneous coming and going in a borderland zone between 

mode s of action. The place of invention i s a space of transformational encounter, a 

dynamic in-between.'.4° 

Therefore we do not speak of "artists" anymore, they are only new "becomings" 

which form a map (map: it fosters connections between fields ... .it is detachable, 

reversible, susceptible to constant modification ... has multiple entryways .... is 

itself a part of rhizome) with an Institution and the rest, in a rhizome ( the rhizome: 

"( ... ) connects any point to any other point, and its traits are not necessarily linked 

to traits of the same nature; it brings in to play very different regimes of signs, and 

even nonsign states .... It is composed of directions in motion. It has neither 

beginning nor end, but always a middle from which it grows and from which it 

overspills .. .In its contrast to centered systems with hierarchical modes of 

communication and preestablished paths, the rhizome is an acentered, 

nonhierarchical, and nonsignifying system without a General and without an 

organizing memory ... ").41 What this means in simplified terms is that artist is not 

positioned "out of the picture", as some sort of romantic anti-hero, but he/she is 

negotiating constantly the options with an Institution instead, with the art system, 

in order to "create a source field that should support them, allow them to resist the 

pimping oftheir creative force ... '.42 

Therefore "becoming" (a body or a thing or a thought) is about movement, but to 

begin with it "at least some of the automatic circuits between regularized stimuli 

and habitual responses must be disconnected. "43 

In this mode of thinking of "becoming", the metaphor of a carnival comes to 

mind. For camival is "particular dynamism (which) found its purest incarnation in 

matter"44 while being an essentially mobile refusal of spaces of official cul ture. 

39 Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, Capitalism&Schizophrenia, (transl. Brian 
Massumi), Continuum, London/New York, reprint 2003, p. 273. 

40 Brian Massumi, A User's Guide to Capitalism and Schizophrenia, Deviations from Deleuze and 
Guattari, A Swerve Edition, MIT Press, 1992, p. 106. 

41 Definitions on "map" and "rhizome" from Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari: 2003, p. 21. 
42 Suely Rolník, Despachos at the museum: Who knows what may happen 
43 Brian Massumi: 1992, p. 103. 
44 Brian Massumi in Introduction, Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari: 2003, p. xiv. 
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To think these "becomings" differently though, spaces (of art) should be 

overviewed in a new mode; through their production, construction, correlation 

between everything that is in that space, dynamisms (jlows) and the process of 

crossings that occur in a changing state of things. What we have is a jlux, to 

borrow the term again, of different ontologies, different layers touching, bouncing 

and covering each other. There are many possible approaches and no answers are 

wrong. These options sball be discussed in the following chapters. 

Art System 

Art system is a system made of different sub-systems, operated by mechanisms of 

power, of control, of elites and of ideology. But structural couplings between the 

art system and other systems are loose. The way art system behaves is, so to 

speak, determined by its compatibility (dependency, independency) to other 

systems in society, for example to politics, economy and so on. Bourriaud says the 

inner structure of the world simultaneously depends on another order of relations, 

this time on outer ones that produce and legitimate the order of inner relations.45 

These factors influence the art to such an extent that Lasch attributed them with 

what he calls the crisis of Western culture to the elites- "those, who control the 

international flow of money and information, preside over philanthropic 

foundations and institutions of higher leaming, manage the instruments of cultural 

production and thus set the terms ofpublic debate .. .'46 

Art system can find its analogy in the operationally closed ( autonomous) systems 

(Niklas Luhmann: 2000). Luhmann argued that "art participates in society by 

differentiating itself as a system, which subjects art to logic of operative closure -

just like any other functional system.'47 Operationally closed systems are defined 

as a set of relations among components. The system cannot create a world except 

insofar as world-making is a necessary correlate to the system's own operations.48 

Concrete systems that maintain their interna! organization are able to do that even 

45 Nicolas Bourriaud, Umetnost devetdesetih, Likovne Besede/Artwords,No. 67-68, 2004, p. 35. 
46 Christopher Lasch, The Revolt oj the Elit es and the Betrayal oj Democracy, Norton, 1996, p. 20. 
47 Niklas Luhmann: 2000, p. 134. 
48 Art & Language, Roma Reason. Niklas Luhmann's Art as a Social System, in Manifesta Joumal, 

no. I, Spring /Summer 2003, p. 44. 
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when they exchange matter and/or information with their environment. Only that 

some exchanges are admissible and others are not. Obviously "closure" does not 

mean insulation or isolation. The constitutive outside is a relational process by 

which the "other" of any category is actively at work on both sides of the 

constructed boundary and is thus always leaving trace within the category. What 

might appear to be a self-enclosed category maintained by boundaries is found to 

unavoidably contain the marks of inscription left by the outside ("other") from 

which it seemingly has been separated.49 For Luhmann (following Maturana) art 

is made of communications within and presumably out of such system. The net of 

"art" is thus permeable and its development is determined by its relationship to the 

whole of production fields. 50 Bourriaud says that history of art can be read as 

history of subsequent relation fields altemating with practices determined by the 

inner development of these fields. It can be argued then that such systems are 

simultaneously closed and open, according to the functional requirements of each 

particular system i.e. this opening/closing happens on the basis of continuous 

articulation between elements. And it is precisely by means of articulation, by 

linking different elements that we open up a system. Therefore the inputs and 

outputs the system admits or not should be specified and this fact again depends 

on determining more precisely what contributes conceptually to the operative 

closure ( opening) of the system. 

Instead of classic approach based on opposites between closed and open systems 

it is more appropriate to ask questions such as "how can the operationally closed 

systems create openness" and how "to be rethought in terms of evolutionary 

collective entities, which maintain diverse types of relations of alterity, rather than 

being implacably closed in on themselves?" The change in these "conservative 

systems" (which are primarily not responsive or adaptive to changes) can appear 

when the members of a particular system have experiences outside the "network 

of conversation" (Maturana)51 which is everything that cannot be explained from 

49 Natter, Jones III., Identity, Space and Uncertainties, in Georges Benko & Ulf Strohmayer (ed.), 
Space and Social Theory, Blackwell, 1997, p.146. 

50 Nicolas Bourriadu: 2004, p. 35. 
51 See for example on Maturana!Varela, at http://www.enolagaia.com/AT.html 
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the inner logic of the system itself or what has never had any prescribed place in 

the topography: dislocation, disturbance, interruption, event. 52 

Art system, being a social system, is managed by the hegemonie class. But this 

hegemony is readjusted and re-negotiated constantly (Gramsci). To "fight" the 

established order is a rather naive statement today (attempts of this kind have 

become commodified as works of art) and one can say that art activism is just a 

specific branch of institutional public relation. To speak in cynical terms, art 

world behaves like an entertainment industry, always searching for something 

different, for some sorts of innovative procedures. Difference is important, says 

Brian Massumi, but it also becomes the engine of capitalism: "the production of 

new fashions, new ways of inventing new styles, new objects ... it has become 

generative, in the sense that it no longer produces objects - it produces the means 

of producing different objects. "53 

While art institutions absorb any novelty immediately, self-criticism, political 

debates and other sorts of activism are welcomed on the agenda of their program. 

We have seen numerous exhibitions and panels questioning and debating these 

topics. It can not pass unnoticed that art system behaves like a free market - the 

goal is to "capture the idea offreedom and sell it back to us."54 

But one might ask "why even bother to confront a "power" which has lost all 

meaning and become sheer Simulation?"55 And indeed, these attempts are not 

about "confronting" power, it is about ways of how to perform problems in 

cultural politics and create new social forms, putting into practice questions on the 

status quo of dominant art and its institutions. It is about how to bypass the 

institutions and at the same time acknowledge their "power" mechanisms (being 

inside and outside at the same time) which means that wherever there is one, 

52 Oliver Marchart, Art, Space and the Public Sphere(s), 1998, at 
http://www.eipcp.net/diskurs/d07 /text/marchart _prepublic _ en.html 

53 Extremely Important: A conversation with Brian Massumi about qualities of radicalism (with 
Benjamin Hoh), at http://www.antipopper.com/papers/extremely _important.shtml 

54 We are everywhere, the irresistible rise of g/obal anticapitalism, Notes from Nowhere (ed.), 
Verso, London/New York, 2003, p. 108. 

55 Hakim Bey, Temporary Autonomous Zanes, at 
http:/ I www.hermetic.com/bey/taz_ cont.htrnl 
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there's probably a point of tension in that space that could become a differential 

space. 

Therefore, not the deconstruction of the institutional operations is important but 

rather actions or/and energies which appear undemeath the system, similar to the 

ideas of Laclau and Mouffe who wrote that radical politics should be reinterpreted 

not as a collective struggle in an open dialectical process, but a "series of 

disconnected but potentially linkable nodes ofresistance."56 

There are numerous collectives, networks, and individuals that critically view and 

apply questions of autonomy, hegemony, power hierarchy, exchange, etc. to their 

practices. Additionally, today's new technologies enable the development of 

creative practices using electronical-communicational tools to create new social 

worlds. The way these "structures" operate differs a lot; some of them use 

political discourses, are activist oriented, others are more festive and 

camivalesque. But they all share the notion that institutions of art are not the final 

step in art production; they rather consider institutions as yet another possible 

space to tactically appropriate, i.e. they can get along with them and function 

within their economy, but are at the same time able to survive in a wider social 

environment. Or, with other words, to "keep thinking and acting in the situation 

they're in: attempting to connect it with larger situations and global pattems, but 

never pretending to function on that global or totalizing level - because that also is 

a fiction."57 

As it can be observed in art production some art has become an "involuntary 

discipline" (cf. Barbara Vanderlinden); referring to or mixing with other 

disciplines, making a hybrid with other forms of knowledge ("not just art"). This 

particular notion is a step away from the modemist "universa! programs"; towards 

greater appreciation of difference and othemess, to "making what was once 

56 Laclau and Mouffe: Embracing Hegemony in Order to Survive Hegemony, at 
http:/ /athena.louisville.edula-s/ english!babo/wills/wills691 mfulltext.html . . . . 

57 Extremely Jmportant: A conversation with Brian Massumi a~out qualztzes oj radzcalzsm 
(Benjamin Hoh), at http://www.antipopper.com/papers/extremely _1mportant.shtml 
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marginal centra! and inclusive within a new cultural politics of difference and the 

redefinition of radical subjectivity. "58 

I would like to point out here the resemblance this notion bears for the 

constitution of differential spaces of art. As I propose, DSA ( differential spaces of 

art) are "ruptures" in an already existing space or shall we say DSA are acts of 

"spacings"; as with Bruno Latour where space and time are less important than 

always unique acts of "timing" and "spacing" by which place-events are folded 

in to existence. 59 

Subsequently DSA's characteristics are that they are not static, enclosed spaces 

and they are not in an in-between position. DSA increase independencies from 

selective forms that are typical of modem society (to paraphrase Luhmann). How 

this is applicable to art - art is situated in a heterogeneous world of hybrids -

"communication is occurring at the edge of impossible crossing, or perhaps in the 

gap of potential contact." This space exists only as long as that potential exists 

and then a new space is created - that way it always allows for difference and 

change. 

"Right" spaces for art 

Before proceeding to the production of differential spaces of art let' s think about 

the "right" (paraphrasing Miwon Kwon) spaces for art; museums, galleries and 

other "spaces beyond the white cube." Brian O'Doherty commented on these 

spaces as "the construction of a supposedly unchanging space, ... or a space where 

the effects of change are deliberately disguised and hidden ... "60 

Generally speaking - gallery space is static, rather closed system which allows no 

drastic changes, because they would shatter the fragile balance of "etemality and 

58 Edward Soja, in Georges Benko & Ulf Strohmayer (ed.), Space and Social Theory, Blackwell, 
1997, p. 244. 

59 Nick Bingham, Nigel Thrift, Some new instruction for travellers: the geography oj Bruno 
Latour and Michel Serres, in Mike Crang and Nigel Thrift (ed.), Thinking Space, Routledge, 
2000, p. 290. 

60 Brian ODoherty, Inside the White Cube, University of Califomia Press, 1999 (first ed. 1976), p. 
9. 
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transcendence". Space is "supposedly neutralized" and its settings support the art 

work's self-sufficiency. The observer is reduced to the "eye and mind."61 

Space-occupying bodies are not welcome.62 Eventhough this notion was based on 

a museum/ gallery space as a sanctuary for modemist - mostly abstract works, we 

could say the definition stili holds true today. Museum and gallery spaces carry an 

aura with them and have the power to grant this aura to any pre-selected object 

which enters that space. Emphasis is set on "enter" -objects (and subjects) can 

not just freely "flow" in there, but have to enter somehow, which means there are 

boundaries which prevent them from entering that space. The borders are not only 

mental characteristics; they are physical realms as well. Croatian artist Goran 

Trbuljak commented such gallery system in the 70's through his research of 

mechanisms by which something is accepted as art. Art system is stronger than art 

works - and the goal of Trbuljak's work was the demystification of institution of 

art. For example, at the exhibition he thus substituted the absence of work with a 

language formulation as in his work Retrospektiva where the placard was put in 

the exhibition space stating: 

The fact that somebody is given the chance to prepare an exhibition is more 

important than what will be shown at this exhibition. 

Galerija suvremene umjetnosti, Zagreb, 1973. (Gallery of Modem Art, Zagreb, 

1973.) 

Museum behaves like a coherent system that is partly artificial and partly real and 

where reallife is replaced by abstractions. 

Museum also marks a place where relations between objects, surroundings and 

subjects are different than outside of it, i.e. as soon as one enters museum I or 

crosses its boundary one is under different, "museum regime" which dictates these 

relations; one is told how to move, behave and what to perceive. A reference point 

of (most) exhibition spaces was and stili is white cube and until recently it was the 

way to exhibit art. Even as art practices moved away from institutional 

environments (they tried to shatter the myth of art institution), they almost always 

61 Ibid.,p.15. 
62 1bidem. 
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retumed to them. As I said before, art can not be life and still be art because as 

soon as it is recognized as art it is intended for representation. 

W e could compare this functioning to science. As the system is arranged and the 

conditions are set, behavior of particles is predictable. The same holds true for the 

world of art. 

There have been attempts in history of art to change the concept of the "neutral 

space" ( eventhough it can be said without hesitation that modemist autonomy of 

the "siteless art object"63 is stili a predominant ideology) by challenging the 

existing exhibition display and in making the audience, as Doherty writes (on El 

Lissitzky) " ... attempt to affect the context in which modem art and the spectator 

meet."64 Alexander Domer ( director of the Hannover Museum in the 1920), Felix 

F eneon, Sandberg ( director of Stedelijk Museum in the 1930), Frederic Kiesler -

are such pioneers in the field of invention of new interdisciplinary structures in the 

exhibition spaces. Alexander Domer anticipated the following important issues 

about the new type of museum:65 museum should be dynamic, museum as 

oscillation between objects and process, museum on the move, museum as a risk 

taking pioneer, museum as a laboratory, museum as a relative and not an absolute 

truth, elastic museum ( elastic display, elastic building), museum as a bridge 

between disciplines. Furthermore Friderick Kiesler proposed the idea of 

"correlation" which is any meaningful relationship between ideas, persons, 

objects, spaces. Kiesler described it as a relationship which is not necessarily 

based on proximity or similarity, but on energy or life force within a form which it 

shares in some sympathetic way with the energy or life force within all things. 

"An object does not live until it correlates." He sought to explain the unseen 

correspondences between things and actions which demand the reconsideration of 

artist's role as artist's work is the bond between Here and Beyond.66 He also 

visualized natural and technological systems as inter-connected and inter-related 

and is in this regard a kind of predecessor of an actor-network theory (see Latour). 

63 Miwon Kwon, One Place After Another, Site-specific art and locational identity, The MIT 
Press, 2004, p. 30. 

64 Brian O'Doherty: 1976, p. 86. 
65 Addapted from Hans Ulrich Obrist at eyebeam, http://www.thing.net/eyebeam/msg00373.html 
66 Frederick J. Kiesler, Selected Writings, Siegfried Gohr, Gunda Luyken (ed.), Verlag Gerd 

Hatje, 1996, p. 72. 
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Important in his notion is a different role of the artist and subsequently different 

"involvement" of the audience, which he hoped to liberate from constraints 

imposed upon them by the modem life by balancing of the "technological, natural 

and human environment."67 He wanted to create a gallery where there were no 

borders between art, space and life and did not favor autonomy of a work of art in 

isolation from the space (he called museums "oxygen tents of art"). Similarly in 

his project Space-House (1933) he proposed the visitor/resident would not be 

bound to only one space but would feel free to pursue any activity anywhere in the 

space which would in tum lead to new relationship between people and their 

environments. The idea was to activate the entire space by producing dialogue 

between engaged participants, works of art and the environment. 

But what about the contemporary museum? It seems that its very formulation 

already carries a paradigm with it - by definition, as Christopher Hight writes "the 

art enclosed within the museum's time-frame of the past-future excludes the 

becomings of contemporary art. "68 Contemporary art is therefore stili valued with 

regard to history; time/temporality is the decisive factor for the system of 

evaluation and identification. 

"Contemporary art in the museum 1s not so much an empty category, but 

simultaneously emptying of the origin and engendering simulacre newness."69 

These exhibition spaces are no longer "neutral" or better put - they do not appear 

as neutral as they did in the era of modemism. Bart De Baere states, "the white 

space does not exist. There are countless white spaces with different behavior."70 

In the past two decades many different types of contemporary museums sprang up 

and the white space is only one in the multitude of exhibition spaces. 

Exhibition spaces range from "temple" like spaces to the places of spectacle 

(where emphasis is also placed on new type of museum architecture as for 

example Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, Tate Modem, London, Guggenheim, 

67 Andrew Otwell, Frederick Kiesler as a Commercial Designer, 1997, at 
http://www.heyotwell.com/work/arthistory/Kie1serDesign.htm1 

68 Christopher Hight, Laughter Among the Ruins, in M'ARS, No. 1-2,2000, p. 40. 
69 lbid., p. 47. 
70 As cited in Igor Zabel, The Return oj the White Cube, in Manifesta Joumal, no.1, Spring 

/Summer 2003, p.19. 
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Bilbao, Kunsthaus, Graz); the behavior changes depending on these spaces, 

tendency i s to ha ve fun ( even the exhibitions get to be propagated as "an 

exhibition to have fun at") and not just to contemplate and perceive - this 

represents a shift in perception; from the eye and mind to the inclusion of different 

stimuli and the whole body. 

And as our society is becoming increasingly visually oriented and in need of 

visual simulation ( denoted as "zero consciousness" by some and signifying 

impatience without depth), even art is consumed only at the surface, as everything 

else in life. Paradoxically, it (art) then becomes its own spectacle. Or according to 

Jameson it is about the total saturation of cultural space by the image which 

turned contemporary art into a "flourishing branch of the world-spanning 

consumer culture."71 

Exhibition spaces are, if I take an analogy from the Chaos theory again, stable 

spaces. Stable settings are often "metastable" which means they can change under 

certain circumstances, if conditions are given for that or if circumstances undergo 

substantial changes. We meet the emergence of stable settings more often with 

exhibition sites "outside of gallery walls" where the situation is different, where, 

after all, the point in question is no more the representation of space per se, but 

lived spaces and their dynamic characteristics. 

Site-specific art emerged in the 1960's and was initially defined as "an 

agglomeration of the actual physical attributes of a particular location, with 

architecture serving as a foil for the art work in many instances."72 

Physical inseparability between work and its site of installation - i.e. in spatial 

terms - was considered a Firstspace. The basic ( exhibition) principle was the same 

as in museum but their mechanisms did not necessarily operate at the same level 

as the "main" institutions of art. Arthur Danto called this strategy "colonizing 

spaces in the name ofthe museum" (Arthur Danto: 1997). 

71 !s the Curator the Dj oj Art?, in Christoph Tannert, Ute Tischler (ed.), Men in Black, Handbook 
ofCuratorial Practice, Kunstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin, 2004, p. 51. 

72 Miwon Kwon: 2004, p. 3. 
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One recent example in Ljubljana (Slovenia) is typical of such a situation; a cell

phone company sponsored an erection of a new-media monument in the main 

park of Ljubljana, dedicated to the avantgarde poet Srečko Kosovel, and as 

"public opinion" was negative ("foreign body in natural environment" was the 

most common complaint), it resulted in the removal of the half-built monument. 

The problem from the start was that the whole process, dictated by the small 

group of different experts, did not involve the members of local community. But 

its biggest flaw was the fact that the whole space was imagined mostly in terms of 

its physical characteristics. And who knows, maybe the idea of a monument was 

meant to be a smart hidden advertising for cell-phone company; "capital" taking 

over and making it an abstract space. 

Another recent example comes to my mind. It is a now infamous Richard Serra's 

Tilted Are, from Federal Plaza, New York, 1981 - 1989, which caused a lot of 

attention and critical debates at that time and subsequently led to the removal of 

the sculpture. Serra, as both Crimp and Deutsche affirmed, proposed an 

"interruptive and interventionist model of site specificity, quite explicitly opposed 

to an integrationist or assimilative one.'m And this was quiet similar to the 

Ljubljana case. 

Later on, the artists challenged the existent systems with institutional critique, 

deconstructing the postulates on how ideological systems (such as art) operate. 

Daniel Buren, for example, rejected institutional ideologies of seeing and instead 

placed the viewer in the midst of questions about the hierarchies and autonomy of 

art.74 At the Documenta V he continued his critical approach towards exhibition 

spaces (questioning the way museum architecture influences art); he used what 

had become his signature: he pasted striped paper onto the picture rails from 

which the other artisťs paintings were hanging. 

Recently the commodification of site-specific art and nomadism of artists has 

been an adapted model; where the artists move from one institution to the other, 

making site-specific works (so called "globalized artistic networks"). The 

73 Miwon Kwon: 2004, pp. 72-73. 
74 Daniel Buren, in Form Specific (exh. cat.), Moderna galerija Ljubljana, 2003, p. 40. 
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question Miwon K won poses i s - "i s the unhinging of site specificity a form of 

resistance to the ideological establishment of art, or a capitulation to the logic of 

capitalist expansion?"75 My answer to that is that it is both, as it is unavoidable to 

escape the later and resistance can only occur inside the particular system. Suely 

Rolnik's words resonate as well; the question is not whether acting in a 

supposedly parallel reality to the institutional one is possible, but rather how to 

use the investment of capitalism without its inteďerence into creation of spaces for 

and ofart. 

New genre public art or art of the place, or also called community art is a 

particular genre where the importance is focused on places (propagators of this 

kind of "sedentary" art treat space as a neutral word of postmodemist discourses ), 

art works are intended to be understood and enjoyed (or even made) by "the 

public." Critique: "What too many artists did was to parachute into a place and 

displace it with art."76 Actually my consideration regarding public art /new genre 

public art is that one should not instruct public in necessity to respond to a work 

of art or in involvement in its creation for it becomes a manipulation where public 

is treated as an "artistic medium", i.e. manipulation of these "forced" relations 

which become a source material for the artwork completion. After all, all art is 

public. The difference is in the construction of spaces; while in first case (museum 

extensions) symbolic representation of space i s implemented in to lived, everyday 

space, in the case of public art it is about certain expectations of how public art 

( applying the operations of representations of space) is meant to be 

used/interpreted in everyday experiences. The public artists' motto was: "working 

in real places, with real people, addressing everyday issues."77 They held to the 

idea that venturing outside "of the imposed art context-both as a viewer and as an 

artist, in and out one's work-to make contact with people both like and unlike 

oneselť' 78 is where the "risk" was. 

75 Miwon Kwon: 2004, p. 31. 
76 Mapping the Terrain, New Genre Public Art, Suzanne Lacy (ed.), Bay Press, 1995, p. 24. 

77 Miwon Kwon, 2004, p. 107. 
78 Lucy Lippard, Mixed B!essings, Pantheon Books, New York, 1990, p. 195. 
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The questions of public art are simultaneously questions on politics and public 

space as well (see discussion on public space). One can not simply step out ofthe 

art system and proclaim an altemative with "preselected (non-art) public." Who 

constitutes the public? What is public? What is the authority of the artist? Does 

public art conspire with private interests? And who decides what issues should be 

addressed to and by the public? Hal Foster argues community based artists may 

inadvertently aid in the colonization of difference - for benevolent and well

intentioned gesture of democratization can have effects of colonialism, too - in 

which the targeting of marginalized community groups (serving as Third worlds 

found in the First World) leads to their becoming both subject and coproducer of 

their own self-appropriation in the name of self-affirmation.79 

Instead on putting so much emphasis on "public art" and its mission to be in 

charge of some kind of "consensus", "common good" and "positive identity" 

which in retum leads to a kind of "gentrification," maybe museums should be able 

to change their exclusivist approach instead and demystify their temple-like status 

(Danto suggests a different breed of curators as well); but this should not result in 

production of new spaces of spectacle. The principle of "thirding" should be taken 

into consideration, with an emphasis on lived spaces. Declan McGonagle, director 

of Museum of Modem Art in Ireland, argues for new museum models to "unfix 

value" and adds " .. .it should be possible to develop institutions which are porous 

rather than terminal and that do not create a terminus for art and therefore kill it, 

but will allow meaning to pass through it, to be made and remade over and over 

again."80 Of course, the most democratic (and utopie) notion on museum would be 

if people choose to do whatever in and about the space. Hélio Oiticica would 

describe this preposition as "a definitive link between creativity and 

collectivity."81 

79 As quoted in Miwon Kwon: 2004, p. 139. 
80 Declan McGonagle, New Transactions, in David Harding (ed.), Decadent, Foulis Press, 

Glasgow, 1997, p. 25. 
81 Helia Oiticica: 1992, p. 105. 
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POLEMICS ON PUBLIC SPACE 

Is there a public space? 

This chapter will present different overviews on the notion of "public space". As 

it will be emphasized this question is stili a highly polemic one. With the new 

global order and subsequently new spatial organization, public space in the 

traditional sense has basically disappeared (again, Doreen Massey's notion on 

"power-geometry" com es to mind here ). But it is still customary to address the 

public spheres as if nothing has changed over decades (promoting ideas of public 

space as a unified totality without conflicts or differences, cf. Lucy Lippard, Mary 

Jane Jacob). Acknowledging this fact, more fluid approaches towards space 

(including spaces of art) have been put to the fore with an emphasis- as already 

mentioned - on politically charged spaces. 

Are these differential spaces of art we will discuss further in this study a part of 

every-day life? Or some kind of neo-avantgarde? As we have observed in 

previous chapter they should not be equated with the so called "public art". But 

what are these spaces after all? It would seem natural to assume that these spaces 

are inevitably connected to public spaces par excellence. But to do so would put 

us in a position as if we were still in the modemist period, its "grand narrative" 

and the binary public versus private space. It has become polemic and obsolete to 

accept this Habermasian public and private division; Habermas82 developed the 

normative notion of the public sphere as a part of sociallife where citizens can 

exchange views on matters of importance to the common good, so that public 

opinion can be formed. This public sphere comes into being when people gather 

to discuss issues ofpolitical concem (where the conflicts are resolved). According 

to Habermas - despite all admitted plurality at the level of partial public spheres -

there is but one "democratic" or "autonomous" public sphere. 83 In this context 

Lucy Lipparďs notion on public spaces is similar and represents a more 

82 Jiirgen Habermas, Strukturne spremembejavnosti, ŠKUC, Ljubljana, 1998. 
83 Oliver Marchart: 1998. 
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"sedentary" approach to space. While many theorists at present argue "public 

space" is disappearing, being fragmented and so on, Lippard suggests that these 

"passive meeting grounds" ( or abstractions of space) should not be confused with 

"places where active social life, even dialogue, can occur."84 According to 

Lippard, perceivedlexperienced space is produced by the process of use and 

conceivedlimagined space is a designed infrastructural product. 

This notion is obsolete from following reasons: 

Traditional public spaces are being controlled and programmed, they are shrinking 

and disappearing, what used to be (traditional) public spaces are being 

transformed into so called "non-places" (Auge), "abstract spaces" (Lefebvre), 

"junkspaces" (Koolhaas) and are being fragmented. The distinction between 

public and private/commercial space is blurred, and public supervision controlling 

private interests is being lost. Public space has been privatized to such an extent 

that it no longer makes sense to understand social organization in terms of 

dialectics between private and public spaces, between inside and outside.85 Soja 

commented, that in postmodernism another spatiality is recognized, one which 

can not be so neatly categorized, and where the very distinction between body

mind, private-public space, inside-outside is obliterated and diffracted in a new 

and different cultural politics ofreal-and imagined everyday.86 

What is more - the whole space is governed by the state-public authority. 

Operationalism of this kind conflates public with private and subsequently the 

space is increasingly modeled after private enterprise.87 Following this scenario 

the notion of the public space has been universalized in the virtual spaces of 

spectacle. 

Hardt and N egri argue, this structural disparity, as well as the imperative to 

control dissent against the world market, are part of an emerging global system 

they call Empire which is "characterized by the close proximity of extremely 

84 Lucy Lippard, The Lure oj the Local, Senses oj Place in a Multicentered Society, The New 
Press, New York, 1997, p. 243. 

85 Michael Hardt, Antonio Negri: 2000, p. 188. 
86 Edward W. Soja, Thirdspace, Blackwell, 1996, p. 116. 
87 Henri Lefebvre: 1991, p. 376. 
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unequal populations, which creates a situation of permanent social danger and 

requires the powerful apparatuses of the new society of control to ensure 

separation and guarantee the new management of space. "88 

Lefebvre was among the first to suggest in his writings on abstract space to think 

about public space in politi cal terms - so called thirdspace of political choice- a 

space of collective resistance, that is also a meeting place for all peripheralized or 

marginalized subjects and in this politically charged space, a radically new and 

different form of citizenship can be redefined and realized. 89 Subsequently there 

are no more fixed categories - a category of shared community identity does not 

exist and space is being remapped instead into "unassimilated othemess", 

"fractured scenes", "deprivileged spaces". 

Rosaly Deutsche's standpoint is that the question of public space is brought into 

existence when the idea that the social is founded on positivity is abandoned. The 

identity of society becomes an enigma and is therefore open to contestation. But, 

as Laclau and Mouffe argue, this abandonment also means that society is 

"impossible" - which is to say, that the conception of society as a closed entity is 

impossible. For without an underlying positivity, the social field is structured by 

relationships among elements that themselves have no essential identities. 

Negativity is thus part of any social identity, since identity comes into being only 

through a relationship with an 'other' and, as a consequence, cannot be intemally 

complete ( ... ) Likewise, negativity is a part of the identity of society as a whole; 

no complete element within society unifies it and determines its development. 

Laclau and Mouffe use the term antagonism to designate the relationship between 

a social identity and a "constitutive outside" that blocks its completion. 

Antagonism affirms and simultaneously prevents the closure of society, revealing 

the partiality and precariousness- the contingency- of every totality. ( ... )90 

There are no certain answers as to what constitutes contemporary "public space" 

or, for that matter- if public space exists as such. While some are stili in favor of 

88 Michael Hardt, Antonio Negri: 2000, p. 337. 
89 Edward W. Soja: 1996, p. 35. 
90 Oliver Marchart: 1998. 
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Habermasian division, others argue ( and I am inclining toward this as well) that 

public space is not just one but there are many other spaces (private, non-public, 

semi-public, local), and propose that "public space" is a generic term for a 

multiplicity of public spaces. 

To retum to the initial question from the beginning of this chapter as to what the 

space of differential spaces of art is, a possible (but not final) conclusion could be 

that DSA are produced not in one public space but in various existing public 

spaces (public spaces as plurality) which constitute a diffuse culture (as Laclau 

says these are constituted around specific issues and autonomous of each other). 

My approach to this question was to acknowledge the economic and political facts 

influencing a different treatment of "public space" and at the same time 

introducing more fluid spaces where differences intersect. From the told follows 

that these spaces are not an unproblematic ground, as the spatial metaphors I used 

might suggest. Fluid in this context does not necessarily reflect Deleuzian notion 

of public space - as a substantialized, centerless, and rhizomatic space, where 

public spheres do not differ from one another, and are not political. It is important, 

first, to recognize the lived materiality of the space as the basis of all discursive 

representations in mental space. Second, it is right to speculate that the question of 

space is "a quiet contested rapprochement between multiple political visions"91 

and that the public sphere must be created again and again (which is also what 

Lefebvre advocated and this is also the reason why his spatial model of space 

production is useful) by means of "conflictual debate about the foundations of 

society and the scope of rights and the extension of rights to new groups of the 

population. "92 

Third, to circumvent dominant assumption and practices of regulated spaces 

various tactics should be deployed. These include any defacement, transgression, 

or occupation of space that: exposes the merely contingent systems of spatial 

representations; activates the presumably excluded power of the constitutive 

outside; or breaks through the "certain" alignments of space and identity,93 as 

91 Nei1 Smith, Homeless/global:scaling places, in Mapping the Futures, Loca1 cu1tures, g1oba1 
change, Routledge, 1993, p. 97. 

92 01iver Marchart: 1998. 
93 Natter, Jones III., Identity, Space and Uncertainties, in Georges Benko & U1fStrohmayer (ed.), 

Space & Socia1 Theory, B1ackwell, 1997, p. 155. 
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Natter and Jones III. suggest. Fourth, it is an important process that differential 

spaces of art should not only disidentify from the categories of identity processed 

by institutional hegemony, but must also disidentify from the spaces in which this 

hegemony has been situated and maintained. 
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PRODUCTION OF ART SPACES 

These are spaces produced through social (art) practices which visualize, 

administer and use resources. That means (in somewhat simplified Lefebvrian 

terms) that not only every society produces its own space but also its specialized 

systems (such as art system), and other hybrid systems as well. 

I have used Lefebvrian method in a rather free and interpretative way; but it needs 

to be taken into account that Lefebvre did not propose a fixed framework; on the 

contrary, his model is fluid and essentially open and it invites the applicants to 

add their own interpretations and mold the material according to their context of 

research. 

To start with a production of space- it is important in the first place to emphasize 

that every production of any social space begins with the "spatio-temporal 

rhythms of nature as transformed by a social practice. "94 After that, Lefebvrian 

"spatial triad" ( consisting of spatial practice, representations of space and 

representational space) which represents the so called integrated approach where 

the point is not to fragment the spatial triad into separate pieces but instead to 

combine them according to particular spatial-historical-social occurrences, can be 

applied. As mentioned, spaces for and of art comprise of all three spatialities. 

They are conceived, designed and produced first of all through work, technology 

and institutions, but the meaning of the space, and the space itself, is adapted and 

transformed as it is perceived and experienced by people (visitors, audience, 

expertise, participants ... ). The production of spaces for art is dominated by the 

institutional powers i.e. relativity of these spaces is determined by the art system 

and the Jnstitution. 

The theory of space and interrelations of objects and subjects in that space (be it 

the web, or the human cell or space of art) has reached a new peak with network 

theory which suggest that "everything is connected to everything else" and poses 

94 Lefebvre quoted in Michael Dear, in Georges Benko & Ulf Strohmayer (ed.) Space & Social 
Theory, Blackwell, 1997, p. 56. 
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questions such as how space gets to be made as a set of relations constituted 

through social action. The network theory, with a relational approach to space 

stresses a nonhierarchical way of thinking about difference and the space that it 

constitutes as seemingly fluid, complex, and unfinished in character. Bruno 

Latour's work on actor network theory has helped to describe the constitution of a 

network in which both human and non-human "actors" assume identities 

according to prevailing strategies ( or tactics) of interaction. What i s of importance 

are therefore not only spaces for and of art, but everything that is connected to 

them; there are many of matters that influence the way particular space gets to be 

constructed; from the most simple operations to the artist's decisions on various 

media, prev10us expenence, art-historical influences, location, spatial 

determination of participants, etc. All these factors are related and show that the 

very intention one carries out and all the influencing factors should be considered 

together. An actor network, then, is the act linked together with all of its 

influencing factors (which again are linked), producing a network. An actor 

network, as in our case, consists of and links together both artistic and non-artistic 

elements. However there have been critiques to this approach, and I believe they 

are justified, as it has been argued a new grand narrative was created around the 

issues of relation and difference and the cost was the exclusion of othemess and 

its less certain but equally important spatiality. 

What is important in Lefebvrian proposition is the notion of social space. 

Lefebvre strove to overcome the dichotomy of real and mental space by 

introducing the concept of social space where space is both lived and produced 

(spatial triad). It is the spatial production process, he argues, that should be the 

object of interest, rather than "things" in space. Yet, Lefebvre's dialectical 

understanding of space as both a social process and a social product, make process 

and product inseparable. Space is society; it does not simply reflect it. 

However, these theoretical predispositions must somehow "trace out the actual 

dynamic and complex interplay of space itself."95 He focused his attention on the 

production of space by, among other things, constructing a model of various 

95 Thinking Space, Mike Crang and Nigel Thrift (ed.), Routledge, 2000, p. 173. 
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"processes of assembly"96 
- he constructed a "device", so called "spatial triad" 

which includes "representations of space", "spatial practices", and 

"representational spaces." Lefebvre's categories are the most powerful when they 

are used as tools of analysis, some theorists agree, not applied as mutually 

exclusive categories to be sought out and observed. Now, the model tends to 

distinguish between professional practices such as planning (representations of 

space) from spatial pattems of everyday life ( spatial practices) and from the 

symbolic meanings enacted in spatial form (representational spaces) or, to put it 

differently: perceived-conceived-lived triad. The idea is to study space in its 

genesis and its form, with its own specific time or times (the rhythm of daily 

life ) ... and to study each mode of production ofthat space and specific relations of 

production, which differ greatly (Western conceptual tools from Asiatic and so 

on).97 Space embraces a multitude of intersections, but each with an assigned 

location. It is important to recognize not only history of space, but also history of 

representations and their relationships - with each other, with practice and with 

ideology: not only genesis of these spaces but also their interconnections, 

distortions, displacements, mutual interactions and their links with the spatial 

practice. 

Spatial triad contributes in different ways to the production of space according to: 

their qualities and attributes, 

society and mode of production, 

historical period. 

1 Spatlal practices 

These are practices which secrete society's space; they propound and presuppose 

it, in a dialectical interaction; they produce it slowly and surely as they master and 

appropriate it.98 These practices structure everyday reality and they include 

production, reproduction, particular location, spatial sets characteristic of each 

96 Henri Lefebvre: 1991, pp. 31-33. 
97 Ibidem. 
98 Ibid., p. 38. 
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social formation. Spatial practices mediate between conceived and lived; to keep 

them together, yet apart. A triad, or trialectics - relations with two elements cause 

opposites and antagonisms. Therefore they need to be observed and applied 

together, as "triple determination." 

According to spatial practice (or Firstspace epistemology: Soja) each art space is 

defined in terms of its particular location and spatial sets characteristic of each 

sociallocation. It is the material form of the spatial production also described as 

perceived space. Traditionally it is the focus of attention for analyzing art spaces 

(i.e. describing formal, material settings, measurable configurations, location, and 

types of exhibition spaces. It needs to be taken into consideration that cyberspace 

can be observed in the same way as well). Site specificity used to imply this kind 

of epistemology as "something grounded, bound to the laws of physics,"99 where 

the identity of such work was composed of combination of physical elements. For 

example: length, depth, height, texture, shape of walls, rooms, scale and 

proportions of buildings, parks, existing conditions of lighting, ventilation, traffic 

pattems, distinctive topographical features and so on (adaptation of Miwon 

Kwon's description). Brian O' Doherty description of a gallery reads as follows: "a 

gallery is constructed along laws as rigorous as those for building a medieval 

church. The outside world must not come in, so windows are usually sealed off. 

W alls are painted white. The ceiling becomes a source of light. The wooden floor 

is polished so that you can click along clinically, or carpeted so that you can pad 

soundlessly, resting the feet while the eyes have at the wal1"100 and on he goes in a 

similar manner. A rather unconventional idea might be that artworks represent a 

part of the overall spatial practice, i.e. artworks are considered spatial settings 

which constitute and are being constituted by that particular space. This space is, 

in the words of Soja, "directly sensible and open, within limits, to accurate 

measurement and description."101 Space of analytical deciphering, a material and 

materialized "physical" spatiality: the absolute and relative locations of things and 

activities, sites and situations ... Also the concrete and mapable geographies of our 

99 Miwon Kwon: 2004, p. ll. 
100 Brian O'Doherty: 1976, p. 15. 
101 Edward W. Soja: 1996, p. 66. 
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lifeworlds; 102 such as emotional and behavioral space which surround our bodies; 

as for example in performance art. 

2 Representations of space 

Representations of space (Secondspace) identify themselves with "what is lived 

and what is perceived with what is conceived."103 These spaces are dosely tied to 

the relations of production (BrurJo Latour), and subsequently to the order they 

impose (lnstitution ). Space which i s conceived, also conceptualized space, space 

of researchers, planners, geographers, and other specialists. Mental space which 

includes logical and forrnal abstractions. This space is dominant in any society as 

it is "tied to the relations of production and to the "order" which those relations 

impose, and hence to knowledge, to signs, to codes, and to fronta! relations."104 

Therefore ideology, power and knowledge are embedded in this representation. It 

goes without saying that this space is space of capital as well. The system of this 

particular space is the system of "localization" always searching for new potential. 

New spaces of Spectacle, for example, are becoming further "abstract spaces"; 

these abstract spaces have a social existence, but their dynamics are "conditioned 

by a logic which has no real interest in qualitative difference. Their ultimate 

arbiters are non other than value."105 Established relations between objects and 

people. Substantial role in the production of space; space as "a project embedded 

into spatial context and texture." 

As Soja pointed out, such order is constituted via control over knowledge106
, signs 

and codes, and over the means of deciphering these codes. Setha Low proposed a 

terrn "social production of space" to emphasize all those factors - social ( cultural), 

economic, ideological and technological whose intended goal is the "physical 

creation of material setting."107 Therefore various productions of space correspond 

102 lbid., pp. 74-75. 
103 lbid., p. 67. 
104 Henri Lefebvre: 1991, p. 33. 
105 Thinking Space, Mike Crang and Nige1 Thrift (ed.), Routledge, 2000, p. 176. 
106 Edward W. Soja: 1996, p. 79. 

For Soja knowledge ofthe material reality is comprehended through thought. 
107 Setba Low, The Social Production and Social Construction of Public Space, in American 

Ethnologist 23( 4 ), 1996, p. 861. 
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to different social ( cultural) and productive arrangements (in the traditional 

museum these arrangements are different than in the "spaces of Spectacle", 

museums of modem art differ from galleries of contemporary art, museums which 

house art collections from exhibition spaces without collections, extramuseal 

spaces, cyberspace etc.). This spatial approach is also important because the white 

cube has ceased to be thought of as the only way to exhibit ( observing, 

experiencing, evaluating) art, or in the words of Bart De Baere, "there are only 

countless white spaces with different behaviors"108 which demand a different 

approach. Artists' interpretative space, too. "A world of rationally interpretable 

signification." 109 Various logistic compositions are possible (for economic, 

political and other reasons). Boris Groys has argued in this kind of secondspace 

logic that "all exhibitions are small temporary museums, presentations of known 

works of art that we see in a new way in the new context. Museum is the stage for 

altemating exhibitions."110 Brian O'Doherty describes in his influential book 

Inside the White Cube the mechanisms hidden behind the ideology of the gallery 

space, i.e. how the gallery space is produced and altered by art. It is the space 

where artworks are given their ideological power (where history and economy 

also play a role). Secondspace of exhibition space is a space of specialists, of 

mental constructs, hierarchy and of knowledge. What are the characteristics that 

determine the production of exhibition space? It can be observed that the tum 

toward Secondspace epistemology happened when artists (Daniel Buren, Hans 

Haacke, Artur Barrio, Goran Trbuljak, etc.) started to challenge the "institutional 

disguise, a normative exhibition convention serving an ideological function"111 

exposing its encoding mechanisms. The following could be an illustration of that: 

• hierarchy: vertical relations (i.e. top-down means of delivering 
information), hierarchical system of labor relations, 

• hegemony: knowledge/concept - art work ( encoded) - curator and other 
institutional personnel - artist , 

108 As citted in Igor Zabel,The Return oj the White Cube, in Manifesta Journal, no.l, Spring 
/Surnmer 2003, p.l7. 

109 Edward W. Soja: 1996, p. 79. 
110 Boris Groys, Teorija sodobne umetnosti, Študentska založba (Koda), 2002, p. 116. 
111 Miwon Kwon: 2004, p. 13. 
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• inclusionlexclusion: decision making on what and why and how 1s 
included into exhibitions (under special conditions), 

• correlation: between works of art and other settings and their interrelated 
econom1es, 

• trendsetting: current trends in permanent collection settings, in exhibition 
design, 

• evaluation: as soon as an object enters exhibition space its value increases; 
commodity fetishism of art as object, displacement, institution modulates 
arts circular and economic value, 

• traditionlinnovation: traditional works of art ( of value) and contemporary 
works of art ( of innovation, of "creativity ideology"), 

• social behavior: special social circles; collectors, donators, sponsors, art 
professionals, "event ideology" - social events, branding, 

• expert studies, interpretations, fixed placings in system, 

• compatibility with other systems; determination of different econom1c 
/political/cultural operations depending on institutionallogic, 

• "disclosing the ideological background on which it is constituted, as well 
as the function and the role of such space within the actual power relations 
in society,"112 

• "framing". 

One of the influential exposures of the ways in which system of art operates was 

made by Hans Haacke in 1971 ("the working premise is to think in terms of 

systems: the production of systems, the interference with and the exposure of the 

existing systems ... ")113 in his (cancelled) exhibition of systems. His statement 

was that museum was a "carrier of socio-political connotations"114 therefore a 

"political institution" per se. He exposed the conservative politics and economic 

interests hidden behind the museum's "cultural" operations. What made his 

statement so important was the exposure of the fact that museum, as any other 

112 Igor Zabel,The Return ofthe White Cube, in Manifesta Joumal, no.l, Spring /Summer 2003, 
p.17. 

113 Six Years, The dematerialization oj the art object from 1966 to 1972, Lucy Lippard (ed.), 
University of Califomia Press, reprint 1997, p. xiii. 

114 Hans Haacke, Statement, in Charles Harrison & Paul Wood (ed.), Art in Theory 1900-1990, 
Blackwell, 1992, p. 904. 
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institution, was determined by other systems of power which dictated its 

activities. 

In a similar manner Artur Barrio made a protest - Manifesto (handwritten 

Manifesto in 3 copies from 1969, Rio de Janeiro)- which he submitted at Salon 

1970. In it he was "against the categories of art, against the shows, against the 

prizes, against the judges, against art criticism", and it was based on the idea that 

in the third world country like Brazil the use of expensive materials and 

conventional works meant satisfaction of the elite. He adopted a critical position 

toward the situation; cultural, economic, political and stood against the tastes of 

the dominant classes in the field of art. 

What happened was that Manifesto was accepted by the judges - not as a protest, 

but as a drawing. 

This example of Artur Barrio only proves that everything that somehow "touches" 

the Institution becomes the Institution itself (and furthermore that the art-work 

might also get transformed beyond recognition in the process). For example, if a 

work of art i s a Sign ( as with Charles Sanders Peirce ), then as soon as the object 

(to which the sign refers) is attached to the representamen (the form which the 

sign takes ), they start a proces s of "trans i ti on" or "semiosis" together with the 

interpretant (the sense made of the sign), where they enter an institutionalized 

discourse (the interpreter), i.e. entering the space of Institution. How we carry on 

these cultural predispositions and codes in our imagination is well illustrated with 

Andre Malraux's imaginary museum or "museum without walls" where mental 

space thus becomes the locus of a "theoretical practice," separated from social 

practice. Hélio Oiticica was aware of traps of mental space when he said that 

creative power and intelligence alone were not enough; an artist should be a social 

being, a creator of works and modifier of consciousness. 

3 Representational spaces 

Representational spaces ( or "social construction of space": Setba Low) are 

specifically linked to art (how the creative processes are bom and developed in 

lived, everyday space) and inhabited and used by artists. This space is directly 
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lived (space of inhabitants or users) and it overlays physical space, making 

symbolic use of its objects. As Low writes, the social construction of space is the 

actual transformation (emphasis added) of space-through people's social 

exchanges, memories, images and use of the material setting-into scenes and 

actions that convey symbolic meaning. It is actually the way people transform 

spaces; be it exhibition spaces or differential spaces of art, through engaging 

(phenomenological and symbolic experience of space as mediated by social 

process) in either observing, perceiving, participating, creating, decoding and so 

on. Speaking of decoding - we should not forget the fact that exhibition spaces 

carry with them an ideological determination of deciphering art which happens 

immediately as one enters its space. This is also space of "vivencia" (Hélio 

Oiticica) - which translates as direct life-experience. Representational space 

might be linked to underground or clandestine sides of sociallife. Lived space as 

described in Gaston Bachelarď s Poetics oj space. It might be directional, 

situational or relational, because it is essentially qualitative, fluid and dynamic. 115 

An example of "representational thinking" is Vinko Globokar's pondering about 

the concert stage which is a kind of event, a part of life itself. In this sense he 

understands the stage as a sort of transition from everyday life when one 

accidentally enters a space where something is happening and departs in reallife 

again. Some compositions by Globokar even begin already in the street, as the 

people are entering the concert hall, and do not end but continue out of 

representational spaces as well. The purpose was to break the "concert ritual", 

where the frame is burst open, the event continues and is a part of life itself. 116 

Representational space is the most important for my analysis, as it is the space of 

lived situations and also the space of social uses. It is the space where differential 

spaces are generated and which bypasses or applies princip les of antropophagy to 

the dominant order (of Institution). New socio-cultural relations call for a new 

space of art and vice versa (paraphrasing Lefebvre ). Differential spaces of art are 

therefore bom out of differences (dissensus) from institutional production of 

115 Henri Lefebvre: 1991, p. 42. 
116 Moje tel o je postalo pozavna, Vinko Globokar in Mladina 11.6.1991 (interview), pp. 34-36. 
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spaces for art. These spatial contradictions allow for a measure of local autonomy 

- ( differential spaces) - what Hakim Bey and other writers successfully adapted to 

their own interpretations of space (Temporary Autonomous Zanes: Hakim Bey). 

And it is in this space that the old Cartesian model is bypassed by putting 

emphasis on the "lived hodily experience" (Miwon Kwon), "rhythmanalysis" 

(Henri Lefebvre) and socio-spatial tactics (Michel de Certeau). 

4 "Other spaces" 

Following Michel Foucault and his notion of"other spaces,"117 museum and other 

exhibition spaces are examples of heterotopias and are defined as "absolutely 

Other and differentiated social Spaces" which are the arrangement of effectively 

realized utopias: a sort of place lying outside all places and yet actually localizable 

(it is an "other" place in respect to ordinary cultural spaces and yet connected with 

all the locations of a society). Each heterotopia has a precise and defined function 

in a particular society. Heterotopias are "not the ideal spaces of social harmony 

(utopias) or the ordinary, everyday places (homes)." Instead, they are the 

somewhat unusual or out-of-the-way spaces that stili play an important role in 

societal order. Heterotopia has the power of juxtaposing several different spaces 

within itself; for example the exhibition space could temporarily consist of "lived 

space" as it was the case with Hélio Oiticica's Parangolé at the Sao Paolo 

Biennial (samba dancers wearing Parangolé that were banished from the 

exhibition room where Malevich's paintings were - a representation of space par 

excellence- by the Dutch curator). The gallery and other exhibition spaces carry 

with them similar principles of heterotopias; museums are heterotopias of time 

that accumulate ad infinitum, exhibition spaces are linked to time in a more 

trans i tory aspect, whilst DSA are ordinary places (homotopias) in some way 

engaged in an utopie vision of social collectivity, without a bias towards the 

117 Michel Foucault's text was originally published in French, this English version Michel 
Foucault, Oj Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias, in The Journal of Architecture, vol. 3, 
No. 4, Routledge, 1998, pp. 347-354. 
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etemal, and without a presupposed system of opening and closing that isolates 

them from the rest of society. 

5 Cyberspace 

Last but not least the virtual spaces ( cyberspaces) should not be missing in this 

discussion; they are important in creating other spatial possibilities through 

networks, distribution, operations and so on. Body embraces the space beyond; 

everything is connected to the topography of computer screen. Virtual spaces are 

spaces just like and just "as real" as any other spaces, and Lefebvrian matrix could 

be applied to it, as well as Foucaldian principle of heterotopia (Internet being an 

archetyp i cal postmodem space) - furthermore - cyberspace is not just one, but 

many spaces which some authors call "space of flows" (also consisting of utopias 

and homotopias) and which reflect and are reflected by the social relations 

emerging in the cyberspace. 

The character of cyberspace - the different social and individua! constructs that 

are becoming visible in the so called virtual communities - force us to reflect upon 

other spaces that exist in our societies. 118 

But not all theorists observe the virtual space in a spatial way. Paul Virilio 

advocates that virtual is a domain of speed, a totalizing reach of invisible 

communication networks. Narrative of space-time compression. 

Over the old territorial space looms a new cybemetic spacing which is "devoid of 

spatial dimensions, but inscribed in the singular temporality of an instantaneous 

decision. From here on, people can't be separated by physical obstacles or by 

temporal distances. With the inteďacing of computer terminals and video 

monitors, distinctions of here and there no longer mean anything." 119 

118 Sherman Young, OfCyber Spaces: The Internet & Heterotopias, at 
http/ /www .uq.edu.au/mc/9811/hetero.htm1 

119 Paul Virilio as cited in Thinking space: 2000, p. 17. 
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DIFFERENTIAL SPACES OF ART (DSA) 

Characteristics: 

1. lived space 

2. heteroglossia 

3. spaces of the "other" 

4. haecceity 

Principles/rhythms: 

1. appropriation of everydayness 

2. camival 

3. differential models of collaboration, exchange, distribution, 

4. inner spaces of mind 

(The production process and its product - space - should be observed as 

inseparable entities). 

This thesis deals with one of the disparate directions for understanding diverse 

area of what I propose to call differential spaces of art which are positioned within 

larger context (social space ). The emphasis is laid on how these spaces get to be 

(socially) constructed through "art" practices or, as de Certeau put it, how to 

produce space with techniques of socio-cultural production. The point is not to 

reproduce (hierarchical, institutional) interpretive models, but to revise the 

paradigms, to change the analytical tools so they would allow us to discover the 

other meanings of cultures within the institutionalized one. "To create open 

situations that enable constructive suggestions by partners," improvisations, too, 

because precisely the free improvisation is the rite in which the man plays what he 

is (as Vinko Globokar said in an interview in Mladina when asked about 

improvisation in music ). 
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The principle of DSA is in a way similar to that of "nomadic action" as proposed 

by the Critical Art Ensemble. Nomadic action is an unmediated or direct action 

which can take space anywhere and where no particular social aggregate is 

designated as audience or participants. Nomadic action is experimental and 

without prescribed "outcome", it i s "any work which can create the conditions for 

people to engage in the transgressive act of rejecting a totalizing and closed 

rational order and to open themselves up to social interaction beyond the 

principles of habituation, of exchange, and of instrumentality within an 

environment ofuncertainty ... 120 

Differential spaces of art are meta-spaces, also spaces beyond which means they 

are not located "in between" two polarities (institutional, non-institutional, 

altemative, center-periphery and so on) but are instead- in the words ofbell hooks 

"spaces of radical openness" ... "where everything can be found, where the 

possibilities for new discoveries and political strategies are endless, but where one 

must always be restlessly and self-critically moving on to new sites and insights, 

never confined by past joumeys and accomplishments, always searching for 

differences, an Othemess, a strategie and heretical space "beyond" what is 

presently known and taken for granted."121 

Lefebvre's importance lies in opening up the oppositional thinking by introducing 

an-other term which is not just a combination of the two or an in between 

position, but is transforming the logic of either/or into both/also (for example 

"centered peripheralness"). Edward Soja introduced the term "thirding" which 

speaks of "other-than". 

Therefore .... 

what happens when something is not necessarily intended to become a work of art 

in a sense of decision making of institutionally located critical apparatus? When 

something is not necessarily art in a sense that it can sustain its life in other 

systems of though, operation and in other spatial realities than in the ones 

12° Critical Art Ensemble, Elektronska državljanska nepokorščina, Žepna zbirka, cf, Ljubljana, 
1999, p. 52. 

121 Edward W. Soja: 1996, p. 34. 
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intended (marked) for art? When something operates on different levels and with 

different tools than is customary in art system? For it is art (and the institutional 

power it carries with it) that changes the spatial organization by decoding "codes 

of lived space." But what if interpretational codes of art fail to switch on 

automatically? How does the "rhythmanalysis" (where body is seen as producer of 

space; a term later developed by Lefebvre) change the space? I am not talking 

about the "tactics of resistance" eventhough they are important for understanding 

current cul ture and institutional systems' behavior. When something is " ... neither 

this nor that, nor the contrary of this or that, nor the simple neutralization of this 

or that with which it has nothing in common - being absolutely heterogeneous 

with it ... "122 "Almost" as a differential space of art; not art but almost. But 

"almost" is not exclusive, this intermediate space is affirmative (inclusive) even 

when iťs apparent object is negative (Not raining. But almost). It synthesizes a 

multiplicity of elements without effacing their heterogeneity or hindering their 

potential for future rearranging. 123 "Almost" as a grey spot, an invisible, 

overlooked space. But on the other hand - a space with potential, open to ideas 

from every potential source and as such relatively isolated from hegemonie 

Institution. This "radical openness" is therefore a position one chooses and not 

something one is determined by. 

In an e-mail correspondence Jeanne van Heeswijk put it this way and I believe she 

touched the idea of what these meta-spaces of art mean. "As an artist I am more 

concemed with trying to stimulate new connections and relations between people, 

different institutions, works of art, performances and many kinds of human 

manifestations. The key concepts underlying my work are "acting", "meeting" 

and "communicating", activities which demand that both the viewer and initiator 

take responsibility. In order to induce such an engagement, I try to create 

"intermediate spaces."124 

122 Yve-Alain Bois, The Limit oj A/most. Ad Reinhardt (exh. cat.), Museum of Modem Art, New 
York, 1991. 

123 Brian Massumi: 1992, p. 6. 
124 Jeanne Van Heeswijk, in an e-mail correspondence. 
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To start with my preposition I shall retum to spaces and to Lefebvre's analysis -

what is of interest to me are the so called new spaces, which are inseparable from 

everyday lives and everyday languages (see also Mikhail Bakhtin, Michel de 

Certeau, Edward Soja et al.) as they manifest a creative capacity in its effects on 

daily life, on language and on space. They show how practices are lived in space. 

Also called differential spaces, where differences arise on the margins of the 

institutional realms (as resistances or extemalities or appropriations of those 

realms) and are real happenings in social space. When both new and differential 

spaces are combined, we get the so called meta-spaces of art or differential spaces 

of art. They are open in form-a kind of frame is stili present (and I would add 

this frame is something that i s negotiated with the Institution ), but it i s very 

flexible or it is, above all, about co-existence of different conditions. Advantage is 

that every activity can be included and also that it is possible to change elements 

that constitute the contents. Acting like this we avoid the final staking out. 125 

More so - this leads into fundamental change in "art work" comprehension, when 

"subject" finds itself to be a "participator" - it is in the very instant, that he/she 

acts, that the meaning of the action is perceived. Subsequently this "new" 

anonymous work signature is nothing but the participants' action. But what 

happens when such an event becomes (in a form of documentation; video, 

photograph or/and recapitulation of an event) a part of the collection or 

exhibition? Of course, the procedures differ from space to space butone answer is 

certain - the spatial reality changes and with it the relationship towards the work 

( of art) which is now perceived primarily "visually" i.e. "creative participation" 

changes into "creative perception." 

Their (DSA) porous structure enables crossings ( crossing: a third term which 

opens the binary inclusion-exclusion): crossing of ideas, territories, participants 

and so on. They are not institutionally bound; i.e. do not compete for a place in 

the institution (they are "ruptures" in the process of institutionalization). Reading 

of codes is usually outside the language of the dominant cultural dominion. It is a 

structure which, in order to stay alive, needs to exchange energies with other 

structures. "Not just art"- a term coined by Matthew Fuller is somehow analog to 

125 Vínko Globokar, Vdih-izdih, Slovenska matica, Ljubljana, 1987, p. 72. 
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the description of what differential spaces of art are. Fuller uses this term to 

describe practices which can operate within art's economy for a certain period of 

time, but can easily support themselves and move out of art context and engage 

with collaborators from other (social) fields, employing do-it-yourself strategies. 

In actuality, these are spaces where organization of space is re-appropriated. 

Intense and extensive alterations which the artist chooses to divert, appropriate 

andlor occupy are possible. Also different "species" of space, "a continuous self

vibrating region of intensities whose development avoid any orientation toward a 

culmination point or external end."126 

"Never lasts more than a flash because the world rarely leaves room for 

uncommon intensities. "127 

Production of differential spaces of art 

Edward Soja follows Lefebvrian spatial preposition introducing the term 

Thirdspace. He vaguely describes it as follows: a space that is common to all ofus 

yet never able to be completely seen and understood. Everything comes together 

in Thirdspace: subjectivity and objectivity, the abstract and the concrete ... 128 

His notion of Thirdspace comes close to what Lefebvre described as lived spaces 

of representation, as terrain for the generation of "counter spaces" I "differential 

spaces" to the dominant order arising from their homogenized realm. These 

counter spaces are occasionally established by forces that run counter to a given 

strategy. Some criteria of differential space (as proposed by architect Bo Gronlund 

and adapted by me): dominated by users, time is a resource, non-quantifiable 

activities, creative space for love, being, works, amenities, a place of festivity, 

space of non-labor, some degree of pluralism, eroticized space, space of 

ambiguity, situational, relational space, compact, highly elaborated places of 

encounter and transition, places for play and encounter - unspecified places, 

spaces of minorities and the marginal. 

126 Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari: 2003, p. 22. 
127 Ibid., p. xiv. 
128 Edward W. Soja: 1996, p. 56. 
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Lefebvre is sympathetic explaining spatiality of shanty towns which he considers 

differential spaces (favelas ofBrazil, for example); observing that they manifest a 

social life far more intense than the burgeoise districts of the cities. I would add 

that his opinion is slightly over-romanticized; especially taking into consideration 

the actual spatio-social circumstances and power-geometry ofthese slums (effects 

they carry on population living there). He writes the appropriation ofa remarkably 

high order is to be found there. The spontaneous architecture and planning prove 

greatly superior to the organization of space by specialists. The result is an 

extraordinary spatial duality (of contradiction and of conflict). 129 There are 

peculiar similarities in the ways both Lefebvre and Oiticica describe favelas; it is 

obvious that both use a kind of "thirdspace" language. 

Favela is a "structure" which Oiticica depicts as follows: "The structural 

organicity of its constituent elements and the interna! circulation and extemal 

dismemberment of these constructions mean that there are no abrupt transitions 

from "room" to "living room" to "kitchen," only the essential, which defines each 

part connecting to the other in continuity."130 

The production of space is intimately connected with modes of production, and as 

such, with social arrangements. A change in culture and a change in mode of 

production reveal a change in the production of space - and vice versa. This can 

be observed, for example, in production of exhibition spaces and differential 

spaces of art as well. Lefebvrian matrix is very useful tool as it allows 

completions; such as changing meaning of the production of space amongst all 

realms of the social order. 131 This construction refuses, as Harvey points out "to 

see materiality, representation and imagination as separate worlds and that it 

denies the particular privileging of any one realm over the other, while 

simultaneously insisting that it is only in the social practices of daily life that the 

ultimate significance of all forms of activity is registered."132 

129 Henri Lefebvre: 1991, p. 374. 
130 Helia Oitžcica: 1992, p. 87. 
131 David Harvey, From space to place and back again, in Mapping the Futures, Local cultures, 

global change, Routledge, 1993, p. 22. 
132 lbid., p. 23. 
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Hélio Oiticica in hi s Environmental Program proposed an ... "indivisible reunion 

of all modalities in the artist's possession when creating ... " 133 which, in other 

words, means that the particular socio-environmental position is the starting point 

for all political in social changes. His work Parangolé is such an example, where 

he proposes an "environmentation" - combination of a new space and a new time 

in the work (including participators) in environmental space. 

One of the main problems regarding production of differential spaces of art was 

the question on how to descend from, what Lefebvre wamed about, "fetishized 

mental realm of space" (which also embeds the ideas of dominant class and 

Institution ). Mental space ignores the gap between linguistic mental space and that 

of social space wherein language becomes practice. Lefebvre adopts a critical 

view of terms and concepts which are used to define the system as they become 

mere tools of that system itself. Therefore the idea i s not to produce discourses on 

space but to expose the actual production of space ( emphasis added) by bringing 

the various kinds of space and the modalities of their genesis together within a 

single theory. 134 

What is originally lacking in Lefebvre' analysis of space production (in 

connection to DSA) is the integration of "subjects" ( or in our case - participants, 

perceivers, "art audience") into the issue of social space and showing how spatial 

structures influenced individua! behavior; in other words, understanding space as 

an expres si on of larger social processes. Lefebvre in his last book Rhythmanalysis 

supplemented the missing "subject" with emphasizing a body which became a 

central position in the (social) space production, linking different rhythms 

( cyclical, linear, etc.) with different modes of spatiality. We can see how Lefebvre 

"recognizes the coexistence of social and biological rhythms, with the body as the 

point of contact."135 

While Barthes proposed five codes to be used while reading a text ( also reading a 

space), Lefebvre added two more; that ofthe body and that ofthe power. Lefebvre 

133 Helio Oiticica: 1992, p. 103. 
134 Henri Lefebvre: 1991, p. 6. 
135 Henri Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis, (transl. Stuart Elden, Gerald Moore), Continuum, 

London!New York, English ed. 2004 (orig. ed. 1992), p. xii. 
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sees it (body) as a site of resistance within the discourse of power and space. 136 To 

go beyond the mere description ( of decoding) one also has to take into 

consideration the "life space" (as proposed by Kurt Lewin), which includes the 

person/body and that body's psychological (behavioral; related to one's personal 

characteristics and to the social situations in which one finds oneself) 

environment. Body movement creates space by producing the so called 

"embodied space," this space is conceptualized as a movement, writes Pandya 

Vishvajit. 137 

Differential spaces of art are produced just like any other spaces ( see an analys i s 

on production of art spaces in the previous chapter), where Lefebvrian spatial triad 

concept could be applied. As I have already pointed out, DSA are lived spaces of 

everyday experiences whose activities include appropriations of very different 

spaces; for example, the organism RhR ( of which I write extensively in the 

continuation of this thesis) "spatializes" or in the words of Oiticica, 

"environmentates" itself in the airports, streets, exhibition spaces, homes and 

apartments, in different countries and continents ... therefore each particular micro

location needs to be described as a whole in its own unique spatial characteristics 

in connection to their historical and social settings. But the question arises - why 

are DSA different from exhibition spaces or site-specific projects? Again, I would 

like to point out that I am not discussing the opposites; instead, I am opening them 

up. 

Exhibition spaces ( or spaces marked for art) are physically and conceptually 

located and determined social relations and social practice in space. It is a 

strategie (strategy138
: a long term plan of action designated to achieve a particular 

goal) decision (imposition of power through the disciplining and organization of 

space) supported by the institutional domain. DSA appropriate spaces ( and change 

the organization of space) and it is with the very act of appropriation (in itself a 

spatial tactics 139
: the collective name for methods of winning small-scale conflict, 

136 Henri Lefebvre: 1991, p. 89. 
137 Pandya Vishvajit, in Setba Low, Denise Lawrence-Zuniga (ed.), The anthropology ofspace and 

place:locating cu/ture, Blackwell, 2003, p. 5. 
138 Description ofthe term from Wikipedia, at http://en.wikipedia.org 
139 1bidem. 
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performing an optimization etc.) that DSA find their material setting t.e. 

spatialize/localize themselves. These tactics include the pre-given (historical) 

social, economic, ideological, and technical, that together created a material 

setting as well. I would like to point out the similarities between Bakhtin's notion 

on camival and de Certeau's tactics bere; both are considered spaces which belong 

to the "other". As de Certeau ponders, a tactic insinuates itself into the other' s 

place, without taking it over in its entirety. Many everyday practices are tactical in 

character, but they do not obey the law of the place for they are not defined or 

identified by it. DSA employs tactical operations of producing space; the 

mechanisms of production are not visible, as for example in "walking". On the 

contrary, strategies are able to produce, tabulate these spaces (they belong to the 

Institution), while tactics can only use, manipulate and divert these spaces. 140 

Tactics take advantage of opportunities. In short, tactics is the art of the weak, as 

de Certeau writes. Weak does not mean it lacks persistence, but it is not powerful 

(absence of power) in a sense of an Institution where power is bound by its very 

visibility. Tactics instead know no borders and are adjusted to perpetua! mutation 

and conversion of the world to the purposes of ordinary people, and "use what is 

there". Therefore the importance of DSA is primarily their "social construction" 

( denotes the phenomenological and symbolic experience of space as mediated by 

social proces ses and practices) of spaces but not exclusive of spatialization and 

social production. DSA are constructed out of particular constellation of relations, 

which are articulated together in a particular space - so called "articulated 

moments in network of social relations."141 But people/subjects/participants 

should not become essentialized in the process as a physical or spatialized 

construct rather than mutable socio-political ones, i.e. space should not be put at 

the fore as the sole object of interest and research. Space of art as process and in 

process; space and time combined in becoming. 142 Typical example of this is 

Hélio Oiticica's work Parangolé, where the body as support for the work was not 

the question (cf. similar to production of space; space produces relations and vice 

140 Michel de Certeau, The Practice oj Everyday Lije, University of California Press, 1988, p. 37. 
141 Doreen Massey, Power-geometry and a progressive sense oj place, in Mapping the Futures, 

Local cultures, global change, Routledge, 1993, p. 66. 
142 Thinking Space, Mike Crang, Nigel Thrift (ed.), Routledge, 2000, p. 3. 
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versa) but, as Guy Brett noted, "it was an incorporation of the body in the work 

and the work in the body."143 This notion is important as it distinguishes not only 

different characteristics between spaces of and for art (performances, body art, 

where body and space are seen mostly as a support) but also points out how the 

objects-works are no longer the ones with autonomous role; their role is now 

relational and participatory. Maybe this simple formula explains what DSA are 

about: 

• Lived space of rhythmical everydayness. 

Differential spaces oj art as dialogism I heteroglossia 

According to Lefebvrian model differential spaces of art are not purely mental 

space of philosophers, or theoreticians ("it has failed to eliminate the need for a 

subject of some kind" 144
) but first of all a socio-physical space of lived 

experience. When theory is applied to practice (for example to art process), it 

remains on descriptive level. This was the core problem with the DSA theory 

presumption. How to expose the concept of production of these spaces without 

falling into trap of remaining on purely abstract level? The partial answer to this 

question lies in language, i.e. on "decoding" the construction of DSA. Here 

Mikhail Bakhtin's ideas were applicable to this problem. He looked beyond the 

pure shapes and structures of language and in addition proposed to examine how 

people use language instead. According to him, dialogue consisted of a speaker, a 

listener and relation between the two. And if the way art is put into theoretic 

discourse corresponds to his idea of a monologue language ("unified language", 

academic language, for example ), it is art before that discourse that is 

heteroglossia, i.e. of multiple languages, of all the forms of social speech. 

Therefore, the importance of dialogism and heteroglossia in the context of DSA 

is: it is no longer the movement of finished forms in a finished and stable world, 

but, instead, being itself is expres sed in the passing of one form into other, in the 

143 Helia Oiticica: 1992, p. 227. 
144 Henri Lefebvre: 1991, p. 4. 
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ever incompleted character of being. 145 Self is open to the outside, producing a 

specific social space where no single language of truth is present. Bakhtin's 

concept of "dialogism" is therefore something different than Hegel's dialectics of 

binary opposites (duality which spoke in only one voice); instead, dialogue 

enables the absorption and the transformation of another's voice. And again, in 

this it is similar to "thirding" as introduced by Lefebvre; it is about "other-than" 

choice that speaks through its othemess. Of course, this preposition does not 

simply reflect the "anything goes" philosophy, but as Soja suggested, 

continuously expanded production of knowledge beyond what is presently 

known. 146 Dialogue is fluidity, flexibility and it is through dialogue that frames 

and borders could be re-examined. Bakhtin insists on the compresence of different 

voices, on the necessity of dialogue as polyphony, on the basis of radical 

importance of the "other" for the very springing of language. 147 It is about direct 

experiences; not a conventional and coded artistic language where observers or 

participants find themselves "on the outside of the process looking in" to 

paraphrase bell hooks. Instead, these direct experiences and the polyphony of 

voices are "communication with an audience that hasn't been interfered by art, 

thus dislodging the wedge that "art" has driven between perception and 
o o "!48 cogmt10n. 

There is no hierarchical order between art object-observer anymore, what happens 

instead is a process of "instigation" - where the observer becomes a participator 

and therefore changes the dominant positions. The role of the artist is that of a 

proposer. In this way the commodification process ( of a work becoming art) is 

either delayed or non existent. Spatial reality changes and with it the relations 

towards the worklobject/art which is now perceived in another space-time 

dimension, and the primal experience of such work can not be experienced later 

on. In a way this is exactly what is happening in improvisation in music. To be 

constantly capable of perceiving thought of the others, what they are peďorming 

145 Katerina Clark, Michael Holquist, Mikhail Bakhtin, The Belknap Press of Harvard University, 
1984, p. 304. 

146 Edward W. Soja: 1996, p. 61. 
147 Bakhtin and the Humanities, Proceedings of the International Conference in Ljubljana 1995, 

Ljubljana, 1997, p. 152. 
148 Brian O'Doherty: 1976, p. 79. 
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and in which direction they intend to develop it. Improvisation is like a kind of 

game that brings enormous richness to the person. With improvisation, the sounds 

you produce are irrelevant, what matters is the psychological relation among 

producers; the sounds are merely the consequence of these psychological 

relations. 149 

As observed, differential spaces of art refer to relations. Derrida argued that 

meaning was not inherent in signs nor in what they refer to, but resulted purely 

from the relationships among them (Mikhail Bakhtin said so as well). According 

to this model the research of art mechanisms seems problematic, as any meaning 

or identity is relative and provisional, it can always be traced back to a prior 

network of differences ... And to refer again to Derrida and his idea of difference, 

meaning in art (as in texts) includes identity (is what it is) and difference (what it 

isn't). Togo further I would add that art is also about "thirding" (art, not-art, not

yet-art, not-just-art, etc.). Or, in Bakhtian terms: compresence of different voices, 

necessity of dialogue on the basis of radical importance of the "other". Dialogue 

enables the absorption and the transformation of another's voice. 

Change occurs as this tension leads to a new conception of reality (not in Hegelian 

terms of synthesis which annuls duality and speaks in only one voice) which i s 

another dimension of "crossing". These "phase transitions" are therefore unstable. 

They are dynamic, never precisely determined, arbitrary, they point to other 

possible contexts, not only to the one they are momentarily in. Likewise, Nicolas 

Bourriaud brings the notion of "transiency" into the discussion about 

contemporary art; according to him, precisely this notion brings that forma! 

disorder, inherent to dialogue, into the field of aesthetics; it denies the existence of 

a specific art space in fa vor of never-ending discursivity... The world of art i s 

therefore "essentially relational" as far as "system of differential positions" 

enables its reading
150 

and the artist is focused on the relations his work will create. 

149 Moje te/o je poslalo pozavna, Vinko Globokar in Mladina 11.6.1991 (interview), p. 35. 
150 Nicolas Bourriaud: 2004, p. 34. 
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Differential spaces of art as s pac es of the "other" 

There exist different "others" which can be observed in regard to differential 

spaces of art; "other" as an invisible audience for art with "no potential" in the art 

system; "other" than artistic experience; "other" as in cultural politics of 

difference!identity; "other" as of other than -Western spaces. 

In the past decades postcolonialist theorists have tried to break the Eurocentric 

stereotypes of the "other" and have re-shaped the relationships between the West 

and other than-West which has subsequently led in to reshaping other fields; 

feminism, gender issues, marginal, borders etc. Gayatri Spivak argued for new 

spaces where other than-Western discourses would take place. James Clifford 

noted that "Culture" and "Art" can no longer be simply extended to non-Westem 

peoples and things. They can at worst be imposed, at best translated - both 

historically and politically contingent operations. 151 It has been agreed (Ziauddin 

Sardar, Okwui Enwezor) that current situation in the domain of culture fails to 

take account of the historical conditions under which the labor of art and of 

culture is manifested outside the developed economies of the advanced 

capitalism. 152 

But this is being opposed by Homi Bhabha in his notion on construction of cul ture 

as difference. For Bhabha "productive space" in question denies essentialism and 

cultural "translation" and instead introduces a term "hybridity" where other 

positions (not exoticism, not multiculturalism) can emerge. He states: "a 

transparent norm is constituted, a norm given by the host society or dominant 

culture, which says that these other cultures are fine, but we must be able to locate 

them within our own grid."153 

A notion of antropofagia comes to mind here ( discussed in previous chapter), for 

it is an absorption ( devouring) of different (hegemonie) cultures, making out 

something hybrid and new. 

151 James Clifford, On collecting art in cu/ture, in Simon During (ed.), The Cultural Studies 
Reader, Routledge, (first published 1993) reprint 2000, pp. 69-70. 

152 Okwui Enwezor, in Manifesta Journal, Winter 2003/Spring 2004, p. ll 
153 Homi K.Bhabha, Nation and Narration, in Homi K.Bhabha (ed.), DissemiNation: time, 

narrative, and the margins of the modem nation, Routledge, 1990, p. 208. 
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In regard of the art system the question of "other" is also about other-than artistic 

experience which Ricardo Basbaum sees in connection with opening "strange" 

spaces, where the artist as a practitioner is someone who through his /her practice 

creates deviant structures and processes and brings the "taste" for the otherness 

in to different fields of practice and everyday life. It has become a trend to "change 

identities" to observe current happenings in the art world, to create the so called 

"shared spaces" which can as well be applied to the "expressive power of 

marginalized and uncanonical forms of articulation"154 which are taken out of 

their context and put into new, official ones. Just like "endocolonialism" (Hardt 

and Negri: 1999), where the logic of colonialism is applied to every space inside a 

society, art institutions being no exception. 

The "other-same" bias has not only been a characteristic of the ex-colonized 

countries, it can be applied to the situation in Eastern Europe, for example. How 

these discourses become stereotypes can be observed through the numerous 

exhibitions in Western Europe dedicated to the themes of the East, Balkans, etc. It 

is a situation where the "others" are becoming exotic, not yet explored territories, 

to satisfy the "thirst for novelty". In this process the novelty loses its uniqueness 

and becomes commodified, adapted to Western standards and art-markets. The 

question which needs to be taken into consideration every time when interfering 

with other-than (what) our present position is: what would be the proper way of 

(reconfiguration) and acceptation of other position (art) as a whole (including 

historie, spatial and social occurrences )? Because something can not be taken out 

of its context and artificially put into a new one, this act has to be legitimized and 

the space from which it has been taken needs to be acknowledged with all its 

characteristics. 

Generally speaking, identity and space are inseparable through socio-spatial 

dialectics; and as Natter and Jones III. argue, the form of resistance most 

antithetical to hegemony is the one that refuses the emplacement of categorically 

designated identifications and in this regard, dis-identification becomes a tactic 

154 Mikhail Bakhtin, as in James P. Zappen, at 
http://www.rpi.edu/~zappenj/bibliographies/bakhtin.htm 
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that enables refusal of concepts that ground such economies.155 This results in 

reconfiguration of "certain spaces" and "certain identities". A curious example of 

such dis-identification is a character from Brazilian literature, called Macunaima. 

Macunaima is featured as "o heroi sem qualidades, o heroi sem nenhum 

character" (a hero without qualities and without any ethical character)- and while 

he lacks the stability and permanence which are necessary to define an ethical 

character, he has no racial identity either and is an example of "anthropophagic" 

character and as such a symbolic interpreta ti on of radical cultural translation. 

Following bell hooks and her "choosing marginality" where she notes that 

"appropriations and use of space are political acts", differential spaces of art are 

spaces (not a stage nor a container) which do not translate the othemess (they do 

not speak for them; some authors even propose to call this kind of "intercultural 

translation strategies" seduction: seduction as the opposite of production156
) but 

invite the "other" through the open membrane principle of osmosis (active space), 

proposing how to belong (produce) in space; this i s to be understood through 

socio-spatial dialectic also implicated in the very production of a particular space 

(an example of that could be a "terreiro", a space of Afro-Brazilian religion, 

where "social and cultural differences can approach each other by way of 

meaningful analogies"- "the force of a communitarian presence creates a practical 

humanism, which one may comprehend as an opening to social and cultural 

differences within the same political territory"157
). These membranes contribute to 

reconstruction and recentering of margins, "opening new spaces of opportunity 

and actions" (Soja: 1996). Simply put: DSA are constituted by the "other" and 

are, to use Bakhtinian terminology, "polyphonic", where everyone is in a dialogic 

position. That means that the author (artist/creator) and the participants are equal 

in the process; the participants are not being manipulated by the author, but are 

independent and able to move alongside ( and that is also the reason why "public 

art" is not really polyphonic ). There is a plethora of socio-ideologicallanguages of 

155 Natter, Jones III.:1997, p. 158. 
156 Muniz Sodre, Difference and Proximity in Brazil, at 

http://www.uni-leipzig.de/~ethno/papersodre.html 
157 1bidem. 
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each participant who can use and apply his/her own. There is a chance of 

emergence of the unexpected. As discussed in the chapter on "public space" DSA 

do not coincide with Habermasian notion on public space as consensual space for 

resolving the conflicts. It is only at the intersection with othemess, in a sphere of 

conflict views, that truth can truly reveal itself. Locating oneself there is difficult 

yet necessary (cf. Hélio Oiticica moved to favela Mangueira and lived there). 

Moreover, the "other" who is being opposed and confronted to the "self' becomes 

hybridization between the two (Homi Bhabha). Reciprocal influences and 

interaction between the two produce an inbetween space, a concept of"hybridity", 

of the third space. bell hooks emphasizes that it is a space which i s simultaneously 

central and marginal; and it is about a spatiality of inclusion. This new third space 

is a space (Soja: 1996) where binary opposites (inside-outside) are transformed 

into trialectial twist (being both, inside and outside at the same time). "Other" -

who is not the "other" anymore is "becoming-an-other" or, in the words of 

Brazilian artist Ricardo Basbaum- "YOUwillbecoME."158 

Differential spaces oj art as haecceity 

The Deleuzo-Guattarian analogy to the preposition of "meta-spaces" could be the 

haecceity. It acknowledges that everything is in a constant state of flux, composed 

of speeds and effects, not forms and subjects. Since everything is constantly in 

motion, it makes more sense to speak in terms of longitudes and latitudes, relative 

positions, speeds, and effects ... perpetua! motion and perpetua! change. In this 

framework, one cannot speak of "things" but of events and becomings. Every 

"thing" is unique and new at every moment. Every "thing" is therefore an event. 

"Spatiotemporal relations, determinations, are not predicates of the thing but 

dimensions of the multiplicities." 159 

Each singular event is a haecceity; forms and subjects are not important. 

According to Deleuze and Guattari, the first rule of assemblages is to discover 

158 Ricardo Basbaum, at Blast Conversational Archive, 
http://artnetweb.com/artnetweb/projects/blast/basbau4.html 

159 Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari: 2003, p. 263. 
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what territoriality they envelop, discover the territorial assemblages of someone, 

human or animal... 

It is the entire assemblage in its individuated aggregate that is a haecceity; it is this 

assemblage that is defined by a longitude and latitude, by speeds and effects, 

independently of forms and subjects, which belong to another plane. 160 

Deleuze and Guattari are also concemed with the way people resist the 

hierarchical discipline of the state (Jnstitution) - this way is the "war machine" of 

the nomad where the nomad escapes reterritorialization, slipping through the 

"striated spaces" of power. (Deleuze and Guattari: 2003) And it is actually in

between where things pick up speed, and between is by no means an average. This 

is a possible approach towards differential spaces of art and its importance lies in 

the fact that it allows open interpretations and free crossings of different concepts 

(ofthoughts, ideas, and territories, and so on). 

160 Ibid., p. 262. 
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Post Scriptum 

We have to keep in mind that particular viewpoint on space is typical of our 

Western understanding of space, objects and relationships between them and its 

production. Or, for that matter, ofthe body-mind bias. "Westemers perceive space 

as something extremely artificial and constructive. The system and organization 

are very clear and it includes hierarchies in which the relation between the master 

and the servant are clearly recognizable."161 Japanese sensibility, for example, is 

more versatile, more inconsistent in character and capable of being changed 

anytime, anywhere. Consequently, objects/trends/movements appear and 

disappear. And there is no need to actually "preserve" objects. 

"We do not separate the ordering of space from its form, its genesis from its 

actuality, the abstract from the concrete, or nature from society. We do not think 

right away of the distances that separate object from one another. For space is 

. 1 b d" . " 162 never empty; 1t a ways em o 1es a meamng. 

To summarize the idea with an observation given by an Arab scholar while 

walking around the European city: 

"( ... ) everything seemed to be set up before one as though it were the model or the 

picture of something. Everything was arranged before an observing subject into a 

system of signification, declaring itself to the signifier of a signified. "163 

161 A Vision oj Japanjor the 2I'1 Century (exh. cat.), Sezon Museum of Art, Tokyo, 1994, p. 57. 
162 Excerpts from Japanese philosopher in Henri Lefebvre: 1991, p. 153. 
163 Ziauddin Sardar, Postmodernism and the Other, The New lmperialism oj Western Cu/ture, 

Pluto Press, 1998, p. 30. 
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DIFFERENTIAL SPACES OF ART 

Case studies 

Differential spaces of art are produced as: 

• Appropriation of everydayness ("space as appropriation") 

• Camival ("embodied space") 

• Differential models of collaboration, exchange, distribution (space as 

"third sector") 

• Inner spaces of mind ("inner space") 

Appropriation of everydayness 

"Art as necessary activity ". 

Milan Knižak 

Appropriation of everydayness is work as relational disposition including a 

certain measure of random. The stress is laid on outer relations, on the so called 

"mimetic tactics". Appropriation of everydayness is an example of Lefebvrian 

notion that "life should be lived as a project."164 

Appropriation tells much about production of new spaces and might be even more 

important than attempts to create a new space; furthermore, it can even call a 

temporary halt to domination. 165 Again, the Lefebvrian triad is observable in the 

combination of "function, form and structure" of that space. The function it 

carries out corresponds to the directly experienced in a representational space. The 

structure is conceived, and implies a representation of space. The whole (form) is 

located within spatial practice. Appropriated space is therefore a space of certain 

164 Henri Lefebvre: 1991, p. 431. 
165 Ibid., p. 168 
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contradictions - each time one of these categories is employed independently of 

others it serves some homogenizing strategy. 166 

Happenings, actions, events, instances - these appropriations of realities represent 

a certain communication between the artist and individuals who were present in 

the space (or to put it more correctly, they played a part in the network that 

supported the construction of space, i.e. production of space of art) where and 

when these acts happened. There is no pseudocollaboration and no artificial 

dialogue present between the artist and the public, in fact, there is no public 

anymore. What happens is similar to a psychogeography (the study of 

environments to create new ambiences and new physic possibilities) principle of 

the Situationists. Guy Debord had the words communicated by tape recorder in 

his lecture; which he saw as an opportunity to break with the appearance of this 

kind of "pseudocollaboration" between lecturer and spectators (such was the 

lecture Perspectives for Conscious Changes in Everyday Lije, 17 May 1961, at a 

conference of the Group for Research on Everyday Life ). 167 

Similarly Tadeusz Kantor abandoned the stage saying "I've abandoned a place 

that remains in a certain relation with viewers. In searching for a new place, I 

theoretically had at my disposal all the reality of life."168 

Alan Kaprow noted that artists "appropriated the real environment ( ... ). They 

incorporated technologies that hadn't been used in art. They incorporated 

behavior, the weather, ecology, and political issues .... " 169 These appropriations 

were not performances, but are "carriers ofraw reality" (Kantor) as opposed to the 

"constructed reality" (of abstract art, for example). Tadeusz Kantor was an 

important figure to implement these ideas to happenings, theater and paintings; a 

work became "without form, without esthetic qualities, without perfection ... , 

which communicates nothing and re-reads nothing ... , which points in no 

166 Ibid., p. 367. 
167 Situationists International On Line, at http://www.cddc.vt.edu/sionline/chronology/196l.html 
168 Malgorzata Kitowska Lysiak, Tadeusz Kantor,at 

http:/ /www .j ewish-theatre.corn/visitor/ article _display .aspx?articleiD=4 7 8 
169 Allan Kaprow as cited in Introduction to Mapping the Terrain, Suzanne Lacy (ed.), Bay Press, 

Seattle, 1995, p.26. 
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direction, resists interpretation, has no aim or space. It is work which is life itself 

- transitory, short-lived, dissolute, simply existing."170 

Similar ideas resonate in Vínko Globokar' pondering on "spatiality of sound" 

where he says that usually we offer music from the stage to the mass and everyone 

in it receives the same product. At the same time, he proposes solution for every 

individua! to get something personal. Globokar's space is otherwise in acoustic 

researches, but he also carries along social problematic which is extremely 

important. Phenomenon when a musician leaves the stage and joins the listener is 

not only an act of approaching moreover it is demystification ofhis/her role. 171 

Milan Knižak suggests that in Czechoslovakia action activity wasn't experimental 

art but necessary activity. There was no sense in going the roundabout ways 

established by traditional art. Artists were looking for the straightest path. The 

rules applied to art did not have any value. 172 Art ceased to be the aim of 

happening; nor was it a means serving the purpose of leaming about life. It 

temporarily even disappeared from the angle of vision of people realizing the 

actions ... The concept was therefore wider and could not be simply labeled as 

happening. In addition to everyday actions, which could be hidden personal 

rituals, they also included regular social events, in fact - any collective open-air 

proj ects. 173 

This type of interventi on has had a quiet long and rich hi s tory. The idea to leave 

the museum, the protected space of the institution, started with the Dadaists and 

was later on followed by the Situationists. The 60's were especially concemed 

with eroding the traditional barricades set up "between perceiver and the 

perceived, between the object and the eye"174 
- and with the rejection of 

uniqueness of the work of art, overcoming the artist's exclusive responsibility for 

the work. Compared to the commercialized, socially trivialized and skeptical 

170 Marvin Carlson, Teorije gledališča, III. knjiga, MGL Ljubljana, 1994, p. 213. 
171 Vinko Globokar: 1987, p. 24. 
172 Pavlina Morganova, Czech action art in the 1960s press, in Vit Havranek (ed.), Akce slovo 

pohyb prostor, Experimenty v umeni šedesatych let, Galerie hlavniho mesta Prahy, 1999, p. 367. 
173 Karel Srp, "This is not happening but a ... ", in Vit Havranek (ed.), Akce slovo pohyb prostor, 

Experimenty v umeni šedesatych let, Galerie hlavniho mesta Prahy, 1999, p. 362. 
174 Brian O'Doherty: 1976, p. 97. 
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relation of the most of the Western artists to the art under difficult political and 

social conditions (either in Eastem Europe or in South America) these art 

practices in a certain way enabled "a belief in recuperative value and human 

purpose of art."175 

Appropriations also include "tactics of resistance through the apparent 

affirmation,"176 which are subversive-affirmative (media) activist tactics and are 

characteristic of resistance. This means that artists take part in some kind of 

political, social, economic discourse and affirm, appropriate or consume them 

while simultaneously undermining them. This direction is essentially activist and 

politi cal. 

In Brazil, the figure of Flávio de Carvalho, disturbing a religious procession 

( 1931) and being almost lynched, comes to mind just as well as his other 

interventions, for example Experiencia No. 2 where he was on the bus, saw a 

demonstration, got o ff the bus, put the green hat on and joined the demonstration. 

His most famous experiencia (experiment) as he called it was to walk in the 

streets of Sao Paulo, in 1956, with his eccentric outfit, which consisted of a 

yellow and green stripped blouse and a green short skirt, wom over ballerina 

stockings and displaying a kind of ventilation tube under the blouse. Camillo 

Osorio noted that he was just reacting to what was happening in a particular space 

and time. He provoked and had an immediate reaction, and Artur Barrio 

commented that he also "opened certain barriers conditioned by the environment, 

by the context ofan era."177 

As mentioned, the importance of the Situationists was vast and far-reaching. For 

example, their concept of Derivé ("drifting"); playful-constructive behavior and 

awareness of psycogeographical effects which aimed towards the liberation of 

play (liberation of free-time) and creation of new cultural "theater of operations". 

For the Situationists the construction of situations was the creation of real time 

and space which was also the context within which one could begin, 

175 Kristine Stiles, Inside/Outside: Balancing Between A Dusthole And Eternity, in Zdenka 
Badovinac (ed.), Body and the East, (exh. cat.), Moderna galerija Ljubljana, 1998, p. 19. 

176 Inke Arns, Affirmation and/as resistance: on the strategy of subversive ajjirmation in current 
media activist projects, in Maska (peďorming arts joumal), Ljubljana, vol. XX, no. 1-2, spring 
2005, p. 57. 

177 Panorama da Arte Brasileira 2001, Paulo Reis, Ricardo Basbaum, Ricardo Resende, Museu de 
Arte Moderna de Sao Paulo, 2001, p. 112. 
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experimentally, to create his/her own immediate experience. These environments 

could in return transform individua! and group experience, and would be 

transformed themselves as a result. They were considered as dynamically inter

related and evolving wholes. The Situationists asked the question: "what does 

Utopia mean today"? to which they answered: "to create the real time and space 

within which all our desires can be realized and all of our reality desired. To 

create the total work of art. "178 

Hélio Oiticica in his Programma ambiental (Environmental Program, 1966) 

advocated precariousness of everyday experiences in opposition to rationality 

employed by the traditional museum. He considered institutional exhibition 

spaces as pre-determined and pre-programmed spaces already carrying with them 

limitations, prohibitions and ways of perception. His interest was a proposition of 

an open work in a sense of participation and not a passive reception of someone 

else's visions. "Museum is the world: daily experience!"179 

In his program he wrote ... "I find an "object" ..... proclaim it a work, take possession 

of it: for me, the object has acquired an autonomous structure - I find in it 

something fixed, a signifier which I want to expose to meaning; this work will 

later take on any number of meanings, which augment one another, which add up 

through general participation. This comprehension of the malleable meaning of 

each work is what explodes the pretension of wanting to ground it in a set of 

orders; moral, aesthetic or otherwise. The only rule which is fixed, unalienable, is 

the fundamental characteristic of artistic creation itself .... "180 

He casually left "works" in different places; it was a renewal of old objects by a 

new use or a new and unexpected juxtaposition, freeing old things, images, 

concepts of all semantic links, and recreating them again. 

That was not a nihilistic s tance and offered a possibility of finding ( or not finding) 

the work by the passers-by. Oiticica coined a term "anti-art" for this kind of 

178 Timothy Clark, Christopher Gray, Donald Nicholson-Smith & Charles Radcliffe, The 
Revolution of Modern Art and the Modern Art of Revolution (1967), at 
http://www.cddc.vt.edu/sionline/si/modernart.html 

179 Helio Oiticica, Environmental Program, in Helio Oiticica (exh. cat.), Galerie nationale du Jeu 
de Paume, Paris, Projeto Helio Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro, Witte de With, Rotterdam, 1992, p. 104. 
180 lbid., p.lOO. 
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activity. Not-found objects were tumed into art objects through contextualization 

but with an emphasis on "causality". Emphasize was put on common, everyday 

object as not to give any predetermined, preframed context for evaluation. These 

objects were not a ready-made, not an arte-povera commodification and not 

protected by the aura of intangibility. 

Oiticica was against tuming his propositions into another kind of oppression; he 

rejected the uniqueness of the work by overcoming the artisťs exclusive 

responsibility for the work. There were no boundaries present whatsoever; one 

could choose whatever to do with the "object"; considering it a work of art, or a 

sort of material to creatively engage with; changing it radically, destroying it, or 

taking a completely passive stand towards it - a plethora of possibilities where 

anything can happen and nothing at all can happen. 

Among other things Oiticica proposed an appropriation of the public repair work 

in the streets of Rio de Janeiro for at least a few hours - which became an 

environmental manifestation. 

As observed work or proposal itself is not as important as the space in its overall 

(relational network) totality. "A retum to the world, or rather, a resurgence of 

interest in things, in the environment, in human problems, in life in the final 

analysis, accelerating the process of arrival at the object and at collective 

propositions."181 Construction (appropriation) of a particular space happens as 

follows: (casually) choosing the space (appropriating it), placing the object there 

( or choosing a casually left object that is already in space ), interactions and 

relations that occur between chosen object and surroundings and individuals. 

What happens later on, after the work is either removed, destroyed or preserved 

somewhere else is of no particular importance; differential spaces of art exist until 

the institutional takeover, and after that a new space is created. Such orders are 

not established apriori, but create themselves according to creative necessity as it 

is bom. 

181 Helio Oiticica, General Scheme oj the new objectivity, in Helio Oiticica (exh. cat.), Galerie 
nationale du Jeu de Paume, Paris, Projeto Helio Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro, Witte de With, 
Rotterdam, 1992, p. 117. 
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Croatian artist Josip Gotovac understood artistic action as part of life (cf. Milan 

Knižak) and human figure represented just one of the elements of the appropriated 

space, together with street, cars, road signs or shop windows ... i.e. space was 

understood as a whole including "social context, political consciousness and the 

collective state."182 His happenings were something to which no attention was 

usually paid but his actions differed from the usual everyday actions in their 

demonstrative character. These happenings ( as the one where Gotovac run naked 

in Sremska street in Belgrade, 1971), carried out in real-life situation and in public 

that was "under pressure" were understood as being political in the context of ex

Yugoslavia. 

Josip Gotovac: Strealdng, Sremska Street, 12 May 1971, 12:00 

The acts of Czech Jiři Kovanda were, on the contrary, so unobtrusive that it was 

hard to differentiate them from the proceedings of other people's behavior. Jiři 

Ševčik described these actions as "protocols of quotidian." 183 An example: 

182 Branka Stipančié, Body language in Croatian art, in Zdenka Badovinac (ed.), Body and the 
East, (exh. cat.), Moderna galerija Ljubljana, 1998, p. 59. 

183 Jiři Ševčik, Thinking about identity at the threshold oj Europe, 2000, at 
http:/ /www .aspectspositions.org 
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3rd September 1977 

On the escalator ... turned back I am gazing in to the eyes of the person standing 

behindme ... 

An example of appropriation of everydayness is Stano Filko's HAPPSOC. The 

first HAPPSOC was realized (by Filko, Mlynarčik and Kostrová) in Bratislava, 

between May 2-8 1965, and they proclaimed it as "Bratislava reality" including: 

"women, men, dogs, houses and temporary buildings, balconies, farm houses, 

plants, flats, water faucets ... "184 The third HAPPSOC included "life, situation, 

relations, atmosphere in Czechoslovakia, in the future and past time unlimited, 

sentiments of life: subjective and common, individua! place and time, in any small 

or large space, people, towns, villages, nature, animals, technique, science, sports, 

annual seasons, arts, literature, music, feature ... "185 

HAPPSOC actions/realities were invitations extended to the people. They were 

appropriation of society, and the participation of ordinary people, without any 

intervention of the artist. HAPPSOC was an event "inciting the perception of 

reality removed from the stereotypes of its existence", an action urging one to a 

perception and complex experience of reality tom from the current of its everyday 

existence as distinct from the happening, its expression was unstylized reality 

itself, which was in its original form, not influenced by direct interference. With 

other words - changing found reality into an artefact, in which not only the 

immediate surroundings of the participant, but also the aggregate of relations 

evoked by the things viewed became "object". It was "crossing ofborders,"186 as 

Radislav Matuštik noted. 

184 Stana Filka 1965-69 (cat.), lnformačne centrum ZSA, Bratislava, 1971 
185 Printed matter (in HAPPSOC I, "Čo je to HAPPSOC", 1965) 
186 Radislav Matuštik, The Incredible Miracle oj Being, in Zdenka Badovinac (ed.), Body and the 

East, (exh. cat.), Moderna galerija Ljubljana, 1998, p. 156. 
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What does HAPPSOC mean? 

Reality 
(manifest o) 

Theory oj anonymity 
1 Action spurring the receptiveness and complex enjoyment of reality outside the 
stream oj everyday existence. 
2 This found reality limited by time and space, acts through the power of its 
relations and tension. 
3 In publishing this reality as a new concept activity of realisation, the boundless 
span of existing coherence is achieved. 
4 ft is an unrestrained and general engagement. 
5 ft is a process in which objectivity is used as an introduction to subjective points 
of view that raise it to a new Ieve!. 
6ft is therefore, in general terms, a valid way of life of the found reality and thus 
acquires the potential for activation in its absolute width. 
7ft accounts for the possibility oj raising the chosen reality by overreality, 
resulting in a new reality enriched by a due charge. 
8ft is a synthetic manifestation of social existence as such and consequently it is 
forcibly a common possession. 
9ft links up with a whole range ofhappenings andjluxes and evinces shock by its 
very existence. 
In contrary to the happening its expression is made through the unconventional 
reality itself which is in its original form not under the injluence of any direct 
check. 
1 O The participant 's object is not only his immediate environment, but also the 
relations and coherence arisingfrom the enjoyed object. 
Jl Its realization is not incidental but conscious and appealing. 

In a similar manner Alex Mlynarčik re-organized and constructed a particular 

space in Slovakian countryside in a sense that it included the whole appropriated 

reality. The event was a wedding, or to be more specific- Eva's Wedding (1972). 

It was not a performance, but a work as totality where the mechanisms 

constituting an artwork were completely invisible. Eva's wedding was a 

"happening-celebration", an "ode to reality", a chance to actively engage in an 

artwork in a natural environment. 
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Alex Mlynarčik: Eva's Wedding, 1972 

The idea of festivals as privileged moments is not a new one. Henri Lefebvre, the 

Situationists (Paris Commune as a "festival", creation of situations = festivals. 

Festival as a privileged moment), Michel Foucault and others all put emphasis on 

these "out-of-the ordinary spaces" (Foucault) that invited acute perceptions of the 

social order. These "moments" reveal totality of possibilities contained in daily 

existence. They were ephemeral and would have passed almost immediately into 

oblivion, but during their passage all manners of possibilities stood to be both 

uncovered and achieved. 187 Appropriations of everydayness are usually closer to 

the Lefebvrian idea of "moments" than to "situations" of the Situationists as they 

represent a more passive stance of experiencing moments when they happen to 

arise and are not revolutionary in a sense of their potential for changing 

everydayness. Milan Knižak, similarly to the idea of a situation, put emphasis (in 

187 Henri Lefebvre: 1991, p. 429. 
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Aktual manifesto) on "anonymous activity and spontaneous street rituals, which 

were to be a cleansing in the social structures and turn life situations into 

liberating game."188 

At present and following his precursors path, Brazilian artist Ducha appropriates 

husy downtown street-crossing (esquina in Portuguese) in Rio de Janeiro; he 

carries out the acts himself or invites other artists to change the perceiving 

( constructions of space) in the everyday reality with minimum means (on certain 

day and time of the day). Ducha "maps" the space so that subsequently the 

dominant map gets disrupted. In Lygia Clark's terms - he creates "a situation of 

art without art". 

Esquina Rio Branco and Buenos Aires. Friday, one PM People wait to cross the 

street. The artist Ducha waits among them. He carries two paper bags jull oj 

oranges in his lap. The light changes to green. Everybody is husy and hurries to 

the other side oj the street. ft is lunch time in the downtown district oj Rio de 

Janeiro. Suddenly the bags with oranges break. Dozens oj oranges are all over 

the street. Some help picking them up, some steal, the majority passes 

indifferently. The light changes to red again. Some stili keep picking up the 

oranges. Cars and busses hurry on, honking and smashing oj what remained oj 

oranges. End oj action. 

These events are one-time occurrences; the artist does not consider keeping any 

form of documentation to resume an original experience later on. What has at first 

started as an anonymous event has until now reached more people. The artist is 

aware of the possibility of tuming these situations into performances. Taking this 

consideration into account, the original idea of coincidental "spect-actors" would 

be abolished and instead the spectators would take space. His ideas are similar to 

those of the Invisible Theatre ( of Augusto Boal, Brazil); where actors do not 

reveal to be actors, and the theatrical rituals are abolished, i.e. the distance 

between presence and representation is abolished. Invisible theatre, as Augusto 

188 Jiři Ševčik, Thinking about identity at the threshold oj Europe, 2000, at 
http:/ /www.aspectspositions.org 
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Boal writes "consists of the presentation of a scene in an environment other than 

theater, before people who are not spectators (but Spect-Actors). The place can be 

anywhere." 189 

But the question remains the same: what is it that makes it art? What distinguishes 

it from other unusual and radical situations that are not intentionally artistic? The 

answers are loose; however, the risk of losing the specifics of art is assumed on 

behalf of "special kind of energy" that appears from direct contact with the social 

space. This special kind of energy that connects particular space and time is also 

called a rhythm (Lefebvre). Eugenio Barba190 summaries it best in his writings on 

Odin Teatret from Denmark settling in a small village in Italy; where the group of 

actors started from an improvised situation a special kind of "cultural barter"; 

what happened was that a kind of "thirdspace theatrical situation", a certain 

appropriation of everydayness took place instead of professional theatre. To 

paraphrase, eventhough there was no "art" in a sense of its pre-determined 

function /form /structure, a situation existed; a point in time and space that 

permitted the occurrence of a particular situation involving the unknown people, 

and this situation might have made a momentary impact on/in space. 

The idea is not in trying to invent something new or/and create new physical 

spaces (territories)- it is the proximity between space ofrepresentation and that of 

lived, everyday space of experience; so called double play ofpractice (artistic and 

everyday activities) using the multiple language or heteroglossia. In other words -

it is the "out of ordinary everydayness" where existing orders are open to 

challenge, where things have potential to be over tumed. These activities are 

activities only, and are not about creating art because "art has the biggest impact if 

it is anonymous. Art remains anonymous, and not only the artist."191 

189 Augusto Boal, Invisible Theater, in Jan Cohen-Cruz (ed.), Radical Street Performance, 
Routledge, London and New York, 1998, p. 121. 

19° CfBarba's description on Odin Teatret, in Jan Cohen-Cruz (ed.), Radical Street Performance, 
Routledge, London and New York, 1998, pp. 185-189. 

191 Karel Srp: 1999, p. 361. 
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"It must be proposed that this residue or object beside me - some sound in the 

street, an architectonic element, anything - involves and touches us decisively 

( deliberately or by chance) as an untamed source of the sensitive and the task of 

responding and stressing this plural-stimulation must be faced. To be an artist 

must be to settle accounts and come to grips with this line of the real in the world, 

face to face with an excess of liminal reality that will never leave us,"192 writes 

Ricardo Basbaum. 

The difficulties arise when describing these events/actions/works, as this is 

possible only in "translation". When presented in the spaces of representation, the 

context and meaning change. A written record, photograph, or film can only recall 

a few peripheral circumstances, but are nevertheless the only means of knowing 

how the processes ignited the spaces and vice versa and of showing via secondary 

experience how these spaces got to be produced. As such the work loses its 

immediacy; it is now only a reflection ofthis immediacy, a statement about it. 

Carnival 

Camivae93 is a metaphor which is applicable as a mode of being, thinking and 

operating to "events" that disrupt expectations and established order of reception 

producing a differential space which is depicted by the following characteristics: 

• heightened sense of collectivity, 

• spatio temporal occurrence, limited to "those moments when societal and 

formal time and institutions cease to be important,"194 

• "becoming-other" i.e. celebration of the "other", the expenence of 

"othemess", 

192 Ricardo Basbaum, Situations/freedom/sensations, at 
http://www.brazilnetwork.org/statics/media/visualarts/texts/text3.htm 

193 This notion is applied to the camivals of the past; like the ones found in the description in 
Rabe/ais and Pantagroe/. 

194 Elizabeta Šeleva, From ritual eroticism towards multico/oured carnival, in Bakhtin and the 
Humanities, Proceeding ofthe Intemational Conference in Ljubljana 1995, 1997, p. 187. 
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• events, flux, changeability - exchange of bodies (through costumes, 

pseudorituals, music ), which acquire additional connotations, 

• failing to follow the rules of official norms - asymmetry of power 

relations, 

• dialogism, heteroglossia, 

• mixing high and low, spiritual and material, changing identities. 

The aspiration of camival is to uncover, undermine the hegemony of any ideology 

that seeks to have the final word about the world, and also to renew, to shed light 

upon life, the meanings it harbors, to elucidate potentials; projecting, as it does so, 

an altemative conceptualization of reality. Dialogism is a fundamental aspect of 

the camival - a plurality of "fully valid consciousnesses"195 each bringing with it 

a different point of view, a different way of seeing the world. Camival is also 

utopian because it dares to imagine a future beyond the monological certainties. 

Camival = differential space; it celebrates particularity; bodily and experimental. 

Camival is not only in revelry, riots, but also in everyday speech, in conceptions 

of the body; always looking for elements of everyday life which can become 

"camivalized": open to the play of dialogue. 196 

In fact, Camival is the "dialogical other" of the Institution, a cultural hybridity of 

a space "beyond". 

"Camival does not know footlights, in the sense that it does not acknowledge any 

distinction between actors and spectators. Footlight would destroy a camival, as 

the absence of footlights would destroy a theatrical performance. Camival is not a 

spectacle seen by the people; they live in it, and everyone participates because its 

very idea embraces all the people."197 Performances, happenings and action art 

might have laid the foundation of camivalesque in contemporary art with their 

"confrontational and iconoclastic role in relation to institutional art-world 

practices, aesthetic traditions, and social norms."198 Happenings have often broken 

195 Katerina Clark, Michael Holquist: 1984, p. 9. 
196 Thinking Space, Mike Crang and Nigel Thrift (ed.), Routledge, 2000, p. 81. 
197 We are everywhere, the irresistible rise oj global anticapitalism, Notes from Nowhere (ed.), 

Verso, London/New York, 2003, p. 177. 
198 Robyn Brentano, Outside the frame: Performance, Art, and Lije, in Outside the Frame (exh. 

cat.), Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art, 1994, p. 31. 
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the division between the spectator and artists/actors and have as such removed the 

hegemonie relation of art over spectator. Allan Kaprow has advised that 

Happenings should be performed only once. "A single performance space tends 

toward the static, resembles conventional theater practice. To release an artist 

from conventional notions of detached closed arrangements of time-space. "199 

This idea is also similar to that of Derivé, creation of situations, free play, and 

abolition of borders between performers and audience. 

Camivalisation makes it possible to extend the narrow sense of life, said Bakhtin, 

or in Foucaldian words, "it extends the participation in present system". 

Bourdieu looked at the spatialization of everyday behavior00 and examined how 

the sociospatial order was translated into hodily experience and practice. He 

coined the term Habitus, to explain how the generative and structuring principle 

of collective strategies and social practices is shared by people of similar social 

status and to emphasize that it varies across different social groups. Post

modemist idea about free reconstruction of identities of individuals and groups in 

everyday life is therefore limited by social conditions and dynamics of social 

power. These social differences are, according to Bourdieu, most clearly 

expressed exactly with art products. However, if certain codes or manifestations 

of certain cultural codes are not triggered automatically, integration of individuals 

into a group does not happen only through recognizing the habitus but primarily 

through mutual "collective rhythm". 

Space in itself does not have any power nor does it determine spatial 

contradictions; these are, as Lefebvre points out, the contradictions of society, for 

example, between forces and relations of production which engender the 

contradictions of space. One of the deepest conflicts immanent to space is that 

space as actually experienced prohibits the expression of conflicts. 

199 Allan Kaprow, from Assemb/ages, Environments and Happenings, in Charles Harrison, Paul 
Wood, Art in Themy 1900-1990, Blackwell, 1992, p. 706. 

200 
Setba Low, Locating cu/ture, in Mike Crang and Nigel Thrift ( ed.), Thinking Space, Routledge, 

2000, p. 253. 
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Camival is an embodied space which is the space where body is open to the 

outside, producing a specific social space. Bodies are not bodies in a Foucaldian 

sense of a "trained, administered and thought of how to be a body"201 bodies 

anymore. Instead, identities are articulated into a collective body which prevents 

identities from setting into primordial polarities (as in institutional-non 

institutional, for example ); in a sense that "I needs the Other to create S elf' 

(Bakhtin) or paraphrasing Martin Buber- I changes through "work/proposal" into 

Thou. Embodied space is the location where hurnan experience and 

consciousness take material and spatial form. 202 Material body thus becomes a 

vítal part of the camival; i.e. dragging "high culture" down to the earthly sphere 

(samba, costumes, popular music, etc). These "camival-spaces" are not carefully 

controlled environrnents (such as places of spectacle) where emotions are pre

programmed but are spaces for free play of mind-body instead. Embodied space 

helps understanding the creation of space through spatial orientation, movement 

(body movement conceptualizes space as a movement) and language. 

Marginal in the context oj carnival 

This particular notion is introduced because all these projects, among the rest, 

open to the so called marginal groups; because "camival is the place for working 

out a new mode of interrelationship between individuals". People who are 

separated by impenetrable hierarchical barriers in life "enter into free and familiar 

contact on the camival square."203 There is a motivation during camival time to 

create a form of human social configuration that "lies beyond existing social 

forms."204 

Hereby is important to be aware of the fact that marginality is not limited only to 

the minority groups (in our case, for example, to "favelados", black, poor, all sorts 

of margins of society, invisible, silent groups) but i s rather massive and pervasive; 

it is, as de Certeau says, "at the same time this cultural activity of the non

producers of culture, an activity that is unsigned, unreadable, and unsymbolised 

201 Thinking Space, Mike Crang and Nigel Thrift (ed.), Routledge, 2000, p. 9. 
202 The anthropology of space and place: locating cu/ture, Setha Low, Denise Lawrence-Zuniga 

(ed.), Blackwell, 2003, p. 2. 
203 Katerina Clark, Michael Holquist: 1984, p. 123. 
204 Ibid., p. 280. 
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remains the only one possible for all those nevertheless buy and pay for the showy 

products through which a productivist economy articulates itself. Marginality is 

becoming universa!. A marginal group has now become a silent majority."205 

Marginality also raises the old question of what it means to be in the center, or on 

the margins; spatially as well as socially, historically and of course culturally. 

Ziauddin Sardar argues, that in postmodemism marginality takes the centre-stage 

as Western culture discovers Othemess and its own ethnocentric perspectives 

(Sardar: 1998). But at the same time margins are also in a process of refusing their 

authoritative emplacement as being "other". We keep forgetting the fact that even 

though "complex contemporary societies stili lean on the basic line of 

demarcation between the included and excluded ones; the excluded ones do not 

simply squat in psychotic non-structured Outside: they have (and they are forced 

to have) their own self-organization."206 

However, this self-organization is the principle some authors, among them 

Deleuze and Guattari, denote as privileged positions for creation, invention, 

having the power of the membranes, interfaces, being open to the outside. Others 

(Antonio Negri) speculate there are no margins anymore since the economy has 

leamed how to profit from creating difference. 

In the context of the camival, marginal becomes visible through identification via 

proposals/works and subsequently through the use of multiple languages where 

every single voice counts. An effective communication takes place to establish 

such dialogue through lived situations and participation in non-ordinary (daily) 

experiences. It engages in interaction and exchange with other forms of 

communication, and it is a discourse which does not simply reflect the situation 

since it is a situation. 

Habermas in his research of nature of language argued that effective 

communication "is systematically distorted by the prevailing power relations in 

society. As a consequence, ideology pervades our thinking and our language in 

such a way as to prevent us from understanding our true position."207 This kind of 

205 Michel de Certeau: 1988, p. xvii. 
206 Slavoj Žižek, Canis a non canendo, in Problemi 1-2/2004, letnik XLII, Ljubljana, p.9. 
207 Fifty Major Political Thinkers, lan Adams and R.W. Dyson (ed.), Routledge, 2003, p. 233. 
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ideological monism is overcome with specific dialogism that happens in the space 

of "camivalesque" prepositions. 

Sometimes the boundaries between different spaces are crossed the opposite way. 

Hélio Oiticica moved to the favela Mangueira in Rio de Janeiro where he lived 

and worked. He commented: "marginalization, which exists naturally for the 

artist, became suddenly basic for me, a complete "lack of social place", and at the 

same time the discovery of my "individua! place" as a whole person in the world, 

as a social being in the complete sense, not belonging to any layer or elite, even an 

artistic one ... social in its most noble sense."208 

Therefore, as Bhabha emphasized, solidarities, identification between minorities, 

marginalized and other other-groups are pseudo-dialectical, unless this alignment 

is mediated through identification with class identity_2°9 

bell hooks (following Lefebvre) speaks of "space of radical openness" which is 

the space that is at the same time centra! and marginal, a difficult place on the 

edge, filled with contradictions but also with potential. She states: "I am located in 

the margin. I make a definitive distinction between marginality which is imposed 

by oppressive structures and that marginality one chooses as site of resistance - as 

location of radical openness and possibility. This site of resistance is continually 

formed in that segregated culture of opposition that is our critical response to 

domination. We come to this space through suffering and pain, through struggle. 

We know struggle to be that which pleasures, delights, and fulfills desire. We are 

transformed, individually, collectively, as we make radical creative space which 

affirms and sustains subjectivity, which gives us a new location from which to 

articulate our sense ofthe world.'mo 

Camivalization creates opportunities for spaces of radical openness, which are 

rooted in everyday life experience. Furthermore, camivalization simultaneously 

prepares ground for differential spaces of art, productive space, where 

208 Guy Brett, The experimental exercise of liberty, in Helio Oiticica (exh. cat.), Galerie nationale 
du Jeu de Paume, Paris, Projeto Helio Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro, Witte de With, Rotterdam, 1992, 
p. 229. 

209 Homi K. Bhabha: 1994, p. 221. 
210 bell hooks, Yearning: Race, Gender, and Cu/tura/ Politics, South End Press, 1990, p. 153. 
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subjectivities can be activated and practiced with other subjectivities, m a 

collective body. 

An example of "camivalesque" preposition is Parangolé by Hélio Oiticica. The 

Parangolé took the form of a soft, wearable vesture that resembles a cloak or cape 

(and additionally sometimes included flags, tents) made of one or more layers of 

brightly-colored material (jute, plastic bags, painted or printed textile) that 

requires direct movement of the body and reveals itself in this act. 

To wear Parangolé was an "environmental participatory act", "situation to be 

lived" (Ricardo Basbaum), creation of an environmental world, altering or 

extending body and sociality and integrating subjects, bodies, and social 

formations in a process of constructing space. 

DEMYTHIFICATION OF THE PARANGOLÉ211 

program of the circumstantial 

non-theatre 

non-ritual 

non-art object 

situations 

non-myth 

'object-event' 

open 

non-mythified 

what remained from P ARANGOLÉ-

first were the circumstantial 

meetings-events of experimentalism 

open without aspirations to myth 

or ritualism of the moment. 

211 Helio Oiticica, Parangolé synthesis, in Helio Oiticica (exh. cat.), Galerie nationale du Jeu de 
Paume, Paris, Projeto Helio Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro, Witte de With, Rotterdam, 1992, p. 165. 
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Nildo ofMangueira with Parangolé P4 Cape 1, 1964 

Hélio Oiticica never allowed his being framed within labels and knew how to 

avoid the demand for "new spaces" for contemporary art. His claim was not for 

"spaces" with another vocation than the museological task, but for a territoriality 

ofpublic space ( ... )?12 "We are as a location", was his proposition instead. 

Oiticica said that all art came to be a "supra-sensorial" work- the necessity for a 

supra sensoria! meaning of life, of transforming art processes into life feelings 

(feelings of a participator are woken-up by a preposition). 

212 Lisette Lagnado, Museum is the world, in Form specific (exh. cat.), Moderna galerija Ljubljana, 
2003, p. 113. 
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This happens in two ways: 

- as "feeling- participation" ( observing others wearing Parangolé) 

- as "making- participation" (wearing Parangolé; exploring, dancing). 

The participator is shifted from his/her habitual field to a new one that wakes up 

the interna} fields of feelings rather than trying to apprehend extemal 

ones/sensations (for Oiticica rhythmic music and dance were ofkey importance to 

ev o ke these feelings ). This was best described by one of hi s neologisms -

"crelazer" - which translates as something like "to believe in leisure" and is a 

condition for tbe experience of creatl.vicy, baseu on )oy, p\easure anc\ 

phenomenological knowledge. 

The idea was not to create a pre-conceptualized space for an event to happen, but 

to create environment through collective expression. Parangolé unfolds and 

interweaves itself within the social and spatial environment, disrupting and 

agitating the conditioned situation of the artistic experience, instigating altemate 

relations while, accordingly, making such relations visible.213 

But to produce sensorial-conceptual spaces, the "rhythms" (spatio-temporal 

rhythms of na ture as transformed by a social practice) should proceed from 

organic spaces; like the lived spaces of Rio de Janeiro. Such a relationship 

between sociality and spatial marks a hybridized and intensified social spatiality. 

The use of pre-made elements in his works matter only as details i.e. elements of 

Parangolé matter when in direct bodily participation; wearing it and moving with 

it when it becomes a work-environment. When Parangolés are hung on the wall 

they are not Parangolés (similar principle can be found in Laura Lima' Costumes). 

It was the discovery of organized popular manifestations such as samba schools 

(dance, rhythms, music, costumes, etc.), soccer and spontaneous events (street 

celebrations) and all sorts of other "vivencias" that to a certain degree determined 

the intensification of the preposition of a total collective art. Parangolé 's main 

socio-political aspect seems to be in connection to the favelas of Rio de Janeiro, 

more specifically, to favela Mangueira, where Oiticica has lived since 1964. His 

213 Jordan Crandall, Bioiriformatic Alignments, at 
http:/ /netbase. tO .or.at/ ~krcf/nlonline/nonJ ordan.html 
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moving there opened a whole new dimension of creating which affected his work 

greatly. Many of the Parangolés were made for and sometimes in collaboration 

with people of Mangueira and even some texts included in the Parangolé capes, 

for example, are known to have been suggested by specific individuals.
214 

I am the mascot oj Parangolé, Mosquito oj the Samba (cape6) 

Cape ofLiberty (cape 8) 

I embody revolt (cape ll) 

OJ adversity we live (cape 12) 

I am possessed (cape 13) 

Dancers ofMangueira with Parangolé Capes 

Moreover, Oiticica chose to display the Parangolés publicly for the first time by 

inviting dancers from Mangueira to wear them at the opening of the 1965 

exhibition Opiniio 65 at the Museum of Modem Art in Rio. These disturbance of 

the bourgeois atmosphere of the space of representation of the museum caused 

such an uproar that the director had the dancers evicted. Something similar 

happened at the biennial in Sao Paolo more than three decades later when the 

Parangolé dancers from the Escola de samba Vai -Vai were ordered to leave the 

room of an exhibition of Malevich's paintings; this was a sort of paradox as 

214 Guy Brett, in Helia Oiticica: 1992, p. 230. 
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Malevich's work was a great inspiration to Oiticica (suprematist forms of 

Malevich could be seen in Parangolé forms). 

And it seems Parangolés continue their lives in the spirit oftheir "proposer", who 

always emphasized the use in many different situations while simultaneously 

creating new spaces. Because only imperfect translations enable work to be in a 

state of tension and alert. Such was, for example the case with Brazilian writer 

Haroldo de Campos, who used reference to Oiticica in his theatrical event 

Hagoromo, with the feather-mantle resembling Parangolé in this classical 

Japanese Nó play. 

Parangolés echo in Laura Lima's work Costumes (Costumes) as well. They are 

clothes ( or more specifically "vestments") made of blue vinyl, created to 

ornament existence. The word "costume" in Brazil is commonly related to two 

different meanings; one which originates in daily or ordinary habits "to have the 

habit of' and the other which means "vestment". The vinyl unfolds itself into 

vestments - into different pattems to be used in different situations. Costume is an 

"instance" that deals with daily behavior and it is possible to wear it on any 

occasion. It implies a metaphor to elucidate thinking upon the idea that there are 

no pure concepts. Concepts exist and are omamented and changed by each person 

or group using them. The work i s incomplete if not activated which happens in the 

process of wearing. This is to suggest a wider range of possibilities: "expansion 

and eruption at the same time, beyond the pre-defined dictates of meaning, 

towards the dangerous limit of the singular instant and the multiplying of pure 

sensations in series."215 

215 Ricardo Basbaum, Situations/freedom/sensations, at 
http:/ /www. brazilnetwork.org/ statics/media/visualarts/texts/text3 .htm 
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Costumes in Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2002 

"One can only number the appearances and feel the mood. OJ Jedi's return, of 

Candomble's Orixás, ofBrazilian natives, ofUltra-Men. "M 

"The Costume covers the unnecessary, with the non-colored; despair over 

clothes, bodies being printed. " CHN 

"Stu ff to be in the body. Its lengthening is made aut of heavy material, sometimes 

braided to the extent of one kilometer. The body carries, besides its quotidian 

clothes, this weight glued, braided or folded. The costume applied to the body 

frees purgative properties. " CR 

"The costumes are born and we are dressed by them. Then, we become filing 

costume people. " DC 

"The subject here is a risk. The relation between people is ruled by laws more or 

less clear, depending on its social circle. Laura Lima eventually creates a 

diagonal or longitudinal cut along this "na tura!" way oj things. I struggle and 

risk myself as approaching her investigation outside the frames of an art behind 

walls, which is only capable of offering a plain game intellectlsensorial, too close 

and at the same time too far from reallife. "D216 

Marssares, artists frorn Rio de Janeiro, proposes a construction of space of 

creative potential intervening with spaces either to rnanipulate their existing 

216 Commentaries made by people wearing the Costumes; all from Rio de Janeiro. 
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ambient sound or to create a sound base on which other activities take place. For 

example, he is recently working on Sound Parks which is the work where wooden 

sound structures are buried under the sand on Ipanema beach forming a web of 

speakers, while simultaneously producing a new sound space where sound could 

be both felt and heard. 

His other on-going daily ritual (which he has been practicing for two years) 

involves sound structures he makes with the computer and which often involve 

sound compressions. These are musical constructions that combine rhythms and 

interferences with influences from samba, jazz, funk, and tribal rhythms. These 

sound spaces are later brought to other spaces (gallery, ballroom, cafe, street etc.) 

where the role of the artist is to set o ff the collective state of invention by inviting 

participants into joining a "sound orgy", a collective music making which he calls 

Uguanda. The space becomes a meeting space of crossing music and the "body" 

becomes a space of protest against its culturalization. The body is thus in the on

going process of restoration - of the sensory sensual - of speech, of voice, of 

smell, of hearing; for it i s always changing, and constantly becoming. 

Uguandas are spontaneous fusion of music, participation and crossings with other 

works/proposals (as for example with RhR, Costumes, bob N, Jarbas Lopes etc). 

Moreover, to evoke the feelings the artist sometimes dresses as O Bate Bota, 

typical figure of the Carioca Festival, a scary clown who both disrupts and gives 

tempo to the parade with loud noises and is at the same time favored and feared 

for his irreverence and unpredictability. Uguandas are participation in a total 

sense, a trans-like supra sensoria! state which are activated by music, rhythm and 

hodily movements. 

The acts of RhR are typical examples of how differential spaces are constructed 

following RhR's own "hodily collectivity", that is - RhR as a complex unity and at 

the same time each RhR member a complex body itself i.e. combination of several 

autonomous consciousnesses into a "higher unity". RhR is an organism, initiated 

by Laura Lima who is currently its administrator with members in many different 

countries that invent and re-invent its meaning. RhR is also related to the 
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discussions that concepts are not pure and unique. Thinking is considered a 

movement (Deleuze and Guattari), a fluid concept that can be in between. The "h" 

in RhR stands for "hyphen"; the sign that allows for joining of elements across 

different meanings, ideas, contexts and so on. But the site of event can never be 

preserved as the relations are erased by time. 

Organism RhR, Rio de Janeiro 

Contrary to various tactics and parasitic practices of some groups, the acts of RhR 

are the opposite of mimicry, camouflage, etc. in the sense of "becoming 

invisible."217 At the same time, tactics they employ while moving through 

different spaces while simultaneously producing differential spaces are similar to 

what Michel de Certeau attempts to show and define as people's "ways of 

operating"218 and what constitutes the means by which users reappropriate space 

organized by techniques of sociocultural production. These practices are 

articulated in the details of everyday life and bring to light clandestine "tactics" 

used by groups "already caught in the nets of discipline."219 For example, the 

walker (walking is one ofthe main body rhythms RhR employ) makes ambiguous 

217 Inke Ams: 2005, p. 59. 
218 Michel de Certeau: 1988, p. xiv. 
219 Ib"d o 1 ., pp. XlV-XV. 
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the "legible" order given to the cilf20 (for example) by planners (it is a switch 

from First and Secondspace in to Thirdspace ). De Certeau talks, in Lefebvrian 

manner of "practices which are foreign to the geometrical or geographical space 

of visual, panoptic, or theoretical constructions."221 The paths of a walker give 

their shape to spaces by tracing out the operations of walking, naming, 

narrating222 
... from which he develops a theory of "lived space" where, for 

example, pedestrian walking is the spatial acting-out of place, creating it (the 

space) rather than being subjected by it. John Gray emphasizes an analogy 

between walking and language; walking being similar to speaking (Ia parole) not 

to the language system (Ia langue) in which pedestrians "reappropriate" the city 

from cartographers and planners to their own rules, i.e. they engage in a spatial 

acting-out of place. "Walking is a space of enunciation"223 writes Crandall. 

Improvised hodily movements - "building meaningful places"224 instead of 

inscribing the paths of walking in to a map. 

It can be observed how a differential space can insert itself into spatial reality: 

against the Eye and the Gaze, against quantity and homogeneity, and against 

specialized spaces and narrow localization of functions - and in doing so 

developing some degree of self-management from resistance (Lefebvre: 1991 ). 

The production of RhR spaces is I could this way be a potentially political action. 

For they appear where symbolic power forms are the strongest: in the spaces of 

ceremony, administration, accumulatation, control, discipline; moving through 

that "striated space" of the state apparatus. And in this way it is a certain kind of 

"resistance" against a totalizing landscape of segmentation, homogenization and 

commodification, similar to the "nomad" of Deleuze and Guattari. 

220 Michel de Certeau, Walking in the city, in Simon During (ed.), The cultural studies reader, 
Routledge, 2000 (reprint, first ed. 1993), p. 126. 

221 lbid., p. 128. 
222 lbid., p. 131. 
223 Jordan Crandall, Bioinformatic Alignments, at 

http:/ /netbase. tO .or .a tl ~krcf/nlonline/nonJ ordan.html 
224 John Gray in Setha Low, Denise Lawrence-Zuniga (ed.), The anthropo/ogy of space and 

place:/ocating cu/ture, Blackwell, 2003, p. 226. 
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What is of particular interest are the "rhythms" because they show how resistance 

to abstract realms is possible through a particular use of time. The enigma of the 

body - its secret, at the same time banal and profound - is its ability, beyond 

"subject" and "object" (and beyond philosophical distinctions between them), to 

produce differences "unconsciously" out of repetitions - out of gestures (linear) or 

out of rhythms ( cyclical). These following rhythms can be observed in the RhR: 

- body rhythms ( walking, dancing, hurrying, talking, singing, looking, meeting, 

carrying, being silent, eating, carrying a drawing uniform), 

- daily rhythms (moming, evening, night, dawn), 

- gestures (habitual, with hands, with an uniform, with a flag, with an 

instrument ... ), 

- movement and traffic (in the street, subway, airplane, train), 

- exchanges of all kinds, 

- sounds (singing, silent dinner, "speaking in tongues"), 

- sudden events (appropriation of everyday events), 

- festivities (New Year celebration, samba, street events), 

- rituals ( candomble, making of uniform, military parade, religious events ), 

- built environment and urban functions (museum, airport, department store, 

apartment). 
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Rhythm 1: RhR- "Non place" (airport in Rio de Janeiro) 

Member in a "physical transit". 

RhR- airport in Rio de Janeiro 

Rhythm 2: RhR- Military parade (street in Rio de Janeiro) 

Members wearing drawing uniforms, moving through the space of representation 

ofpower. 

RhR at the military parade 
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Rhythm 3: RhR- Camival and celebration (streets and beaches in Rio de Janeiro) 

Members joining festivities. 

RhR at Copacabana, New Year Celebration 

Rhythm 4: RhR - Meeting of the RhR members 

"The apartment of Laura Lima, a vita/ body/mind constructing space is full of 

people talking, moving around, gesturing to each other, dancing, drinking, 

playing music, and smoking. ft is the meeting of the RhR organism in its Third 

Movement. Everyone is wearing a drawing-uniform. This unusual scene involves 

the whole space; the apartment, the bodies, the senses, the things in it. ft puts 

everything in another perspective; and there is a sudden very intense feeling, an 

experience of utopia... And the time ceases and what is left is on ly right here 

n "225 ow. 

Rhythm 5: RhR- Museum (Museo de Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid, Spain) 

Members appropriating the space of a museum. 

Rhythm 6: RhR- State Presidential Elections (the streets and voting booth in Rio 

de Janeiro) 

Member going to vote. 

225 As experienced by a member. 
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Rhythm 7: RhR- Silent dinner (in the apartment in Copacabana) 

Opening up other possibilities of "communication" than spoken language. 

RhR is not a hierarchical organization but some bureaucratic principles 

("structural factional distribution") are applied. The bureaucratic channels are the 

fluid ways through which the information, meeting or other bureaucratic situations 

travel regarding the RhR. The RhR has used a terminology developed along its 

relational processes. It is not something fixed (it is "voluble" and this is also the 

condition of RhR; meaning that new ways, new channels, new passages always 

come up even in the apparently impossible situations) but it is constantly being 

agglutinated from various sources. 

• Drawing-uniform: made of fabric with many possibilities conceming color 

and texture. The shape of the uniform follows the shape of the body and 

the shape can be altered by members, i.e. the shape of the uniform can be 

changed. 

• Organism: the meamng of the term may vary but it suggests a non

hierarchical representation (RhR is not a group, but an organism). 

• Member: any person who takes part in the RhR and carries the drawing

uniform. The individuals who are not carrying the uniform but are 

involved in different situations with RhR are crossers. 

• Crosser: an individua! who takes part in RhR existence. 

• Faction or factional specialty: categorical attributions of which members 

and institutions that have relation with RhR are a part. Every RhR member 

is always a part of various factions - it depends on how one experiences 

society, ideological, religious options, etc. 

• Didactic images: any photo or image of RhR or made by RhR member 

which can also be used with didactic objective. 

• To carry the drawing-uniform: over the body in any way (cf. body rhythm) 

• Still blazing flag: flag to be carried on different occasions. The flag 

represents a "still movement" which gives the feeling of noise in relation 

to the motion established in its surroundings. 
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• Soluble according to the member: "solubility" as ever present condition 

among members and crossers (in becoming, according to situations ). 

• Physical transit: when referring to the use of cars, buses, bridges, roads 

etc. that members use to go beyond the dimensions of their bodies (cf. 

movement and traffic rhythm) 

• Hyphen: vital condition of RhR. Also "crossing". It is constant in 

situations between RhR and the world ("vector"). Not only in spoken 

words or existing things but also in gestures without notice. Hyphen 

enables construction of space, connecting bodies to the particular space 

with vectors. 

• Crossing: This term is used in everyday RhR situations and it is the most 

vítal condition for crossing of different factions, people, terms etc. This 

term was first used when sharing space between Vivia 21, Rolloyou, 

Marssares, Laura Lima, Uguanda, and ProjetoD. 

Differential models of collaboration, exchange, distribution 

" ... we are no longer only on the theoretical plane, but on the plane of 

experimentation, of new forms of interactions, of movement construction that 

respects the diversity, the sensitivities, the particularities of interventions, and that 

is nonetheless capable of constituting antagonistic machines of struggle to 

intervene in power relations."226 

Differential models of collaboration, exchange and distribution "produce" 

differential spaces which could be described as "the third sector", a name given by 

Jeremy Rifkin which implies a self-defined productive domain; people working in 

areas left uncovered by govemment and corporations. It can also be described as a 

space of meaningful behavior with other persons and things in concrete situations, 

producing an intensity that isn't merely a reaction to the program thaťs being 

criticized. It is also a kind of interaction where a group I collective is (newly) 

226 Charles J. Stivale, Discussion with Felix Guattari, at 
http:/ /webpages. ursinus.edu/rrichter/ stivale.html 
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constituted through the coordination of the work/project itself. "The third sector" 

i s a non-profit (civil) sector, where people go and jo in to contribute their 

unmarketable skills. This self-organized social dynamics is nowadays still a non

valued positive power of our social development.227 

Frederick Jameson' thesis is that contemporary postmodem subjectivity is moving 

in the direction of collective phenomenon. This is also a characteristic of the new 

technologies which have brought with them the network, interactivity, artist run 

initiatives, "open territories" etc. The network became also creative, 

communicative, and distributional means that enables open and participatory 

mode of work, moderation, group deciding, and possibility of persona! choice. An 

example of such collaboration is the idea of free access to knowledge and 

software on net, i.e. "open source movement". 

Y ochai Benkler suggests that we are witnessing the broad and deep emergence of 

a new, "third mode of production" in the digitally networked environment which 

he calls "commons-based peer-production" to distinguish it from the property

and contract-based models of firms and markets; it relies on decentralized 

information gathering and exchange to reduce the uncertainty of participants. It 

has particular advantages as an information process for identifying and allocating 

human creativity available to work on information and cultural resources. Its 

centra! characteristic is that groups of individuals successfully collaborate on 

large-scale projects following a diverse cluster of motivational drives and social 

signals, rather than either market prices or managerial commands. 228 

One of the main attributions of all these participatory collective actions is, as 

mentioned, knowledge sharing. But these multiple forms of collective intelligence 

are not only "good" collective intelligencé29
, as Pasquinelli points out (such as 

network of global movement, of free software developers, of media activism, 

227 Howard Rheingold, Nevidne množice, Vale-Novak, Ljubljana, 2004, p. 181. 
228 Yochai Benkler, Coase's Penguin, or Linux and the Nature ofthe Firm, at 

http://www.benkler.org/CoasesPenguin.html 
229 Matteo Pasquinelli, Radical machines against the techno empire. From utopia to network, at 

http:/ /republicart.net/disc/empire/pasquinelliO 1_ en.htm 
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sharing of knowledge, open licenses etc.), but also collective intelligence that can 

become totalitarian, such as systems like Microsoft. Of course, the network can 

not remain independent of the circuits of such economy. Moreover, as Brian 

Holmes argues, networked interactivity promised to place a whole new alchemy 

of cooperative production in the same kinds of global channels that were already 

working for the finance economy. 

Bearing this in mind, one can not ignore the analogy with the Foucaldian notion 

of a "madhouse patient". The term suggests that resistance does not exist outside 

the system in a similar way as madhouse patients constantly resist the ínstitution 

that has them captured, but their resistance is not acknowledged as a rebellion 

against the power system that has defined them as abnormal. Only acceptance of 

the power system will get them released. 

Therefore the point is not in resisting the system but to - quoting Pasquinelli again 

("Don't hate the machine, be the machine") - "start building new radical 

productive machines of knowledge sharing, tools and spaces that would be able to 

face the techno-managerial intelligence and imperial meta-machines lined up all 

around us."230 Even though these proposals might sound like a "utopian reveries", 

which elude control by politics, religion, economy and their predominant 

mechanisms, these kinds of attempts of "new radical productive machines" 

successfully come into being primarily on the net. In this sense we could even 

paraphrase Howard Rheingold and call them "seeming societies", "intelligent 

collectives" or "smart mobs"; they are the users of informational tools and 

represent new kinds of social power, new ways of organization of collaboration 

and exchange and hence create differential spaces. 

An example of such cooperative and collaborative networks /collectives which 

construct spaces of openness is Cybermohalla231 (mohalla in Hindi means 

neighborhood) - which is the project where its practitioners and users engage with 

the everyday life in the city ofNew Delhi (India) in many directions and different 

ways; experimenting with diverse media forms (photography, animation, sound 

230 Ibidem. 
231 Info on Cybermohalla at http://www.sarai.net/community/saraincomm.htm 

and Area Kolaborativa I Reader 02 accompanying the exhibition of the same name (2004), 
Galerija Škuc, Ljubljana. 
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recording, text, etc.) to improvise and create cross-media works - texts, collages, 

posters, print publications, videos, installations. They run on free software and 

low-cost media equipment. The idea is to "build and create resources through 

which ideas, experiences and stories can find expression in different registers". 

One can approach the Cybermohalla project from many directions; as to a critique 

of the technological imagination and the expressive universe of the dominant 

mediascape. Or, rather, more in a sense of "thirding", as to a tactical engagement 

in media technologies and software which grounds itself on access, sharing and 

democratic extensibility, to create multiple local media contexts emerging within 

the larger media network that the Internet seems to engender. Stili further, one can 

see it as an engagement in local history, experiences, modes of expression and 

creativity. In the broadest sense, one can see Cybermohalla as a desire for a wide 

and horizontal network (both real and virtual) of voices, texts, sounds and images 

in dialogue and debate. 

These characteristics can also be observed in the practice of producing, for 

example a non-proprietary software products that can be reused and distributed by 

successive authors, collaborating mostly (via) Internet. Such is the case with Free 

Software. FS can be thought of as an example of "gift economics", as a given 

piece of information can be copied and transmitted indefinitely at practically no 

cost (gift economy = art as service ). S aul Albert suggests FS enables newcomers 

to part in the on-going production and reproduction process.232 In this it is similar 

to Beuys' proposal of "social sculpture" but with a difference; with these 

proposals, the author has stili been the one because of whom and of whose aura 

the works have been recognized as works of art. In the case of Free Software and 

program tools that are public good, where the operational system is transferable 

and open, software free (cf. Richard Stallman, Linux) and where the new kind of 

license "copyleft" comes to the fore, software is freely accessible to everyone, 

everyone can freely build it up, but only by leaving the original code of the 

232 Saul Albert, Not Just Art. Free Software and Cu/tura! Production: Scattering the Ashes oj the 
Author, in Nataša Petrešin, Dunja Kukovec (ed.), Area Kolaborativa I Reader 02, Galerija Škuc, 
Ljubljana, 2004, p. 13. 
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software open so that it can be used and improved by others, too.233 "Open code" 

in this context therefore relates to the software, the way of developing software 

and the philosophy of maintaining of public good. But this differential model of 

distribution is in fact only one example of a much broader social-economic 

phenomenon. I could add here that an idea of "open code" can be observed in 

Oiticica's Parangolé preposition as well. Furthermore, such distribution can also 

be seen with the so called "free info" from different fields, and "free sharing of 

information", as it is the case with net encyclopedia called Wikipedia. 

In others words - distribution of these differential models successfully develops 

into a certain kind of cyber-heteroglossia. 

All these examples show how groups of people connected with network can 

accept and realize collective decisions and processes linked with them that often 

prove to be more useful and far-reaching than activities of most outstanding and 

far-seeing individuals. However, already Kropotkin said that reciprocal help- and 

not competition - was the factor of evolution. These mechanisms of differential 

economy, also called "gift economy", have been known in art since 

conceptualism. One can remember for example FOOD project (1971, New York) 

proposed by Gordon Matta-Clark (which he thought of as "living sculpture") or 

Mierle Laderman Ukeles The maintenance art and so on. 

An example of such activity is Skupina (Celje, Slovenia) composed of an optional 

number of persons of various professions and backgrounds - taking into 

consideration the individua! project they are tackling. These are most diverse 

problematics of space they li ve in (lived space of everydayness ). They ha ve their 

own rules upon which they act, which is particularly important with groups as 

their "success" depends on it to a great extent. So, among others, Rheingold 

emphasizes (in the analysis of social nets)234 that hierarchies in such groups are 

more flat and recursive, borders more permeable, interaction with others takes 

place, connections are switched through several nets. A particular synchronization 

233 Howard Rheingold: 2004, p. 50. 
234 Cf. Howard Rheingold: 2004 
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of the participants happens and it 1s atmmg, as m this case - towards the 

improvement of society. 

Hiša za Boruta (A House for Borut) is Skupina 's recent on-going project. This 

project is in a way a typical example ofhow differential space gets to be produced 

involving material, mental and social space, or with other words - perceived

conceived-lived triad. First, it is not just about the "object", the house that the 

members of Skupina adapted235 and made suitable not only for living for artist 

Borut who had no roof over his head but for many other things too. They occupied 

themselves a lot with practical questions like how to acquire location and building 

permissions, where to build the house and, not at last, how to convince the 

residents to give their consent to the construction of the house as Borut pas sed for 

a true "eccentric". Objects of which the house is composed are all from waste 

deposit. This is in a way typical for this project- recycling. P. from Belfast also 

constructed a foot power plant ... Borut spends his first winter in a warm place 

after a long time. Few meters away he has a spring of water that does not tum to 

ice even at -19 degrees. As they say, he manages the house and its surroundings 

and writes a lot. But the project is not yet finished, and there are stili a lot of 

things to be taken care of, including legal matters. 

235 Cf. The house Borut uses was originally a "project" (Hiša) by Jože Barši, Bojana Piškur and 
other collaborators which was exhibited in Moderna galerija Ljubljana in 2001. 
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Boruťs house, near Celje, Slovenia 

The works of Colectivo Cambalache and Carolina Caycedo from Bogotá, 

Colombia revolve around non-monetary barter transactions: in their street actions 

and process-oriented projects, they developed special mobile "markets" similar to 

those people from El Cartucho barrio in Bogotá use for collecting various 

materials. These mobile vehicles carry everyday objects that are intended for 

barter and this collection is changing from barter to barter. In a somewhat bizarre 

manner these vehicles become a kind of "street museums" of everyday objects. At 

the same time, however, they also deal with informal economy as an effect of 

capitalization and gentrification of urban regions. Until now these spaces of barter 

have been constructed in Bogotá, Ljubljana, Istanbul, Venice ... as well as in 

different galleries where visitors were asked to exchange their possessions with 

the ones offered for barter by Colectivo Cambalache. In a particular way, these 

gallery spaces were very different and almost two dimensional in their 

presentation. Because "street jargon does not stand vagueness or obsession of a 

gallery type. On its pavements it acts swiftly, anonymously and without media 
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uproar, taking advantage of benefits carried along by oblivion. The pnce 1s 

negotiated on spot. "236 

At the same time these street actions point to the double position in which the 

mind is today; something may be totally worthless, but if it finds itself, this way 

or another, in a situation where capital takes over all forms of social existence, it 

can get imaginary role of the invaluable. 

"En Agosto de 1998 comenzó sus transacciones ilimitadas en Ia Calle de! 

Cartucho en pleno centra Bogotano. En este afw desplegó su colección cambiable 

en La Plaza de San Victorino y en Ia Universidad Jorge Tadeo 

Lozano. "237 

Colectivo Cambalache, Calle del Cartucho, Bogotá 

In a similar manner Carolina Caycedo was operating in Vienna for a few months 

in 2002 with a delivery van. As in her earlier actions, Caycedo developed 

temporary, mobile "market" for organizing her life on the basis of non-monetary 

exchanges (she called it Daytoday). For bartering and exchanging, she used both 

the delivery trnek and the Internet for persona! exchanges and discussions on 

altemative forms of economy. Live in various spaces including cyberspace, she 

236 Željko Kipke, Ulični muzej, zarez Il/26, Zagreb, 2000, p. 17. 
237 Colectivo Cambalache, at http://www.geocities.com/museodelacalle/index.html 
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offered a multitude of goods and services in exchange for what she needed in 

daily life. 

"Transform your routine of buying and spending into a dynamic of exchanging 

and sharing! Start now, here, with me: take a look at the barter lists and combine 
. . . h . "238 your necessztzes wzt mme ... 

lib May 2002 

meeting with Heiko for brealifast in exchange of Spanish conversation, 

visited Christina who taught me basic dream weaver, she asked for a massage in 

return, jirst night sleeping in the van 

24th May 2002 

draw Eva 's portrait in exchange for stamps 

26th May 2002 

transport Raimund's stuffto his new apartment,from the 10th district to the 2nd, 

he gave me two big bags oj food and let me use his empty apartment until the end 

ofthe month 

31st May 2002 

Exchange Party, 5 pm, Grundsteigasse 30, 8th district, Vienna 

an annual event, to enter you have to bring some sort of object/s to exchange 

25th June 2002 

cutted Barry S. 's hair in his ultra sophisticated loft in London Bridge 

he gave me ajurveda tea with honey, took my stilettos to repair and sent me by 

email a text he wrote on Alighiero Boetti ... 

21st August 2002 

cleaned Teo 's apartmentfor a weekly tube travel card, zone I to 4 

238 Excerpts from her diary: Carolina Caycedo, Daytoday, at http://www.day-today.org 
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Inner spaces of mind 

Inner spaces tell us about "perceiving consciousness" in its purest form, just 

before it links itself to the communicating social system becoming influenced by 

the outside stimuli. It is the certain time before this link-up that is differential, in a 

sense oftransition from subjective space to the material realm ofthe body and the 

outside world - to the so called embodied space - a location where human 

experience and consciousness adopt material and spatial form. Inner spaces are 

trialectical spaces of inner experience, physical nature and social space. 

Differential spaces of mind are thus processes which are interruptions of 

hyperintensification of impulses, where a tiny jump happens, a perception snag 

that gets one's attention so one becomes conscious of his/her own presence and 

halt the incessant processing of information. But it is difficult to do this. Artist 

Jože Barši wams that these processes should not be confused with 

conceptualization or the new age pathetic. 239 Among other procedures used by the 

artists were old meditative techniques, physical activities most people can master 

and have no trouble performing (such was the case of walking of Jože Barši), 

improvisation, etc.; subsequently they tried to translate them into an appropriate 

medium. Differential spaces of art are states - "attempts of cutting off the 

unceasing chatter of the soul" - and, at the same time, they are art that is aware of 

its limitations in search of an appropriate medium in the frame of social space and 

searches for translations of these states, an attempt of conscious removal of 

extemal stimuli. Somewhat alike to Vinko Globokar's240 comprehension of 

improvisation by an individua! which is, according to him, different from group 

improvisation; an individua! is closed within himselflherself, he/she expresses 

things previously consciously or unconsciously accumulated in a "reservoir". 

Therefore, he/she plays what he/she already knows; only the sequence of ideas 

changes from one improvisation to another, content is already present in him/her. 

239 Jože Barši, Walking, part ofthe project exhibited at Seven Sins: Ljub/jana- Moscow exhibition, 
Moderna galerija Ljubljana, 2004 

240 Moje te/o je pasta/o pozavna, Vínko Globokar in Mladina 11.6.1991 (interview), p. 35. 
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Writer Gao Xingjian noted that "to lose images is to lose space and to lose sound 

is to lose language. When moving the lips can't produce sounds what is being 

expressed is incomprehensible, although at the core of consciousness the fragment 

of de sire to expres s will remain. If this fragment of de sire cannot be retained there 

will be return to silence."241 

Inner space of mind is a metaphysical space; silence, meditation, "turning inside". 

It is intemal in nature. It is without goal to "produce" or "create", it is the absence 

of these goals that makes silence possible. In this it is almost like Zen - our 

innermost life which is gone as soon as we analyze it. Luhmann attributes a 

special kind of communication which uses perception instead of language to art. 

"Perception", he writes, "is ready to scan a familiar world for information without 

requiring a special decision on our part to do so. It enables consciousness to adapt 

temporarily to passing situations. All subsequent information processing is 

prestructured by the distinction between self-reference and hetero-reference."242 

There were attempts, for example in Dada and Surrealism where artists tried to go 

over the structured mind processes with principles of simultaneity, chance, 

dreams, "automatism", irrationality and unconscious. The results of these 

experiments were installed into the art system as soon as they found their medium. 

And to retum to Luhmann again - once intended and recognized as art, the 

difference cannot disappear again. It is productive within the art system, or else it 

fails.243 

Similarly Kazimir Malevich thought about experiencing pure objectiveness, about 

liberation of mental images from object ideology. About a kind of liberated 

nothingness (suprematism) which was in the last phase nonetheless a painting. An 

"experience that stands behind the hitherto valid reference system of person 

towards world, that classifies/arranges according to their being recognized, 

necessary and useful for man and founds object sensation of the world, a totally 

differently figured "silent nothing" which does not oppose to all object relations 

and regulations but radically cancels them."244 

241 Gao Xingjian, Soul Mountain, Flamingo (HarperCollins), 2001, p. 351. 
242 Nik1as Luhmann: 2000, p. 14. 
243 Ibid., p. 25. 
244 Maria Furst, Nikolaus Halmer, Filozoflja, Državna založba SLovenije, Ljubljana, 1991, p. 150. 
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Psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi245 notes the normal state of the mind is 

chaos and without training or without an object in an extemal world that demands 

attention, people are unable to focus their thoughts for more than a few minutes at 

a time .. .It is when we are left alone, with no demands for attention, the basic 

disorder of the mind reveals itself. And this is trne for any activity we do, 

including thinking. 

Some artists decided to look "inside" themselves, questioned themselves about the 

position of mind, practice of movements in the body, discipline of the body, how 

to be aware and so on. Czech artists Petr Štembera, Jan Mlčoch, Karel Miler and 

Miloš Šejn in the 70's isolated themselves in their activities from the world, 

liberating themselves from relations, becoming one with the world through 

meditative practices and used performance as a persona! confession. Petr Rezek 

analyzed Mlčoch's Suspension-Great Sleep (cf. in this performance the artist had 

himself suspended by hands and feet by a nylon rope, eyes were covered, ears 

were plugged) as follows: "This is an attempt to be separated from space, to be in 

the air, not to have any reference points. This does weU until the weight of the 

human emerges in form ofpain. Until then it succeeds to be "nowhere", i.e. not to 

be in relation to any singular thing and to merge simultaneously with the whole 

world. "246 

Jindrich Chalupecky borrowed Breton's expression "the absolute distance"247 to 

describe introversion, tuming to solitude and individuality and liberation from all 

obligations of these artists. 

245 Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi,F/ow: The Psychology oj Optima/ Experience, Perennial, 1991, p.119. 
246 Petr Rezek cited in Karel Miler, Petr Štembera, Jan Mlčoch, (exh.cat.) in Karel Srp (ed.), 

Galerie hlavního mesta Prahy, Praha, 1997, p. 12. 
247 Jiří Ševčík, Thinking about identity at the threshold oj Europe, 2000, at 

http:/ /www .aspectspositions.org 
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Jan Mlčoch: Suspension-Great Sleep, Prague, 5 October 1974 

A recent example is artist Jože Barši's project Walking where he tried to 

concentrate on walking as such and to exclude all other thoughts. The walking 

meditation is a technique that he became acquintaned with during his stay in the 

Buddhist monastery in Sri Lanka. The question he asked was "how to perceive 

something from inside"? And yet, in order to make walking an artwork he had to 

find a way to communicate this experience. Barši described his experiences in an 

e-mail message to himself. There is a problem of translating these very persona! 

experiences as we are limited to the tools available for our use. There is also a 

danger of these experiences becoming a narrative, as Gao notices, "reality exists 

only through experience, and it must be persona! experience. However, once 

related, even persona! experience becomes a narrative ... Reality is myself, reality 

is only the perception ofthis instant and it can't be related to another person."248 

248 Gao Xingjian: 2001, p. 15. 
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subject: walking 
date: sat, 27 May 2000 
title: walking 

left step . right step . left . right . 

Jože Barši: Walking, 2000 

Brazilian Artur Barrio in his work 4 dias 4 noites from 1970 wandered through 

Rio de Janeiro, during a long process. All that is left from that work is "memories, 

body and the street". During the four day and night walk he wore himself 

physically out and began having certain perceptions. Eventhoug he started the 

gesture ( 4dias, 4 noites) as art at the end it remained what it was, a work with no 

result. Barrio mentioned that he wanted to achieve something absolute and maybe 

that was the aspect of death. It was, in his words, a "perceptive process" - and he 

wanted to intervene in the physical landscape of the city, to produce 

environmental creations. 
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But he could not translate his expenence into a book ("the book remained 

unwritten") as it was almost impossible to communicate it to anyone else. 

Everything happened at the artisťs body-awareness level, in the adventure of 

reconstitution as his other self-reconstructing his own body on the basis of shock 

engineering. 249 

Barrio said: "( ... ) and, eventually, I could not write a book. It should be 

something like an automatic writing ... but of something lived, what is a kind of 

weird. Because it would be like closing the eyes and starting to write ... I think 

that, in the same way that I've spent four days and four nights there, the way of 

ending this work could be to close myself in space, in a room and write, write, 

. . "th ~ 1" "250 wnte ... wnte w1 out 1ee mg ... 

These processes might be more obvious in music. Music, for example, intensifies 

the experience of simultaneity by blocking any meaningful hetero-reference, any 

kind ofrepresentation.251 John Cage in his work 4' 33" (the piece is played at the 

piano and divided into 3 parts. All of the notes are silent) from 1952 actually came 

close to the idea of "emptiness". His works are absence of intentions, chance 

operations, liberation of music from his taste, history, intentions. He spoke of 

"total soundspaces" - where music involves all, the sound and the absence of 

sound. 

These procedures interrupt the "unceasing chatter of the soul", as Barthes calls it 

in his Empire oj Signs, "panic levitation of language which abolishes hegemony 

of code within us, a break in our inner monologue which constitutes our person; if 

this state of non-language is liberation, then only for a Buddhisťs experience is 

shown opulence of secondary thinking (thinking of thinking) or, if we want so, 

infinite completion of over-numerousness of markers - a circle where the 

language is both carrier and model- as a blockade." 252 

249 Ricardo Basbaum, Situations(/feedomhensation, at 
http:llwww.brazilnetwork.org/staticslmedialvisualarts!texts/text3.htm 

250 Panorama da Arte Brasi!eira 2001, Paula Reis, Ricardo Basbaum, Ricardo Resende, Museu de 
Arte Moderna de Sao Paulo, 2001, p. 121. 

251 Niklas Luhmann: 2000, p. 21. 
252 Roland Barthes, Carstvo znakova, Biblioteka Mixta, August Cesarec Zagreb, 1989, p. 102. 
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But contrary to the practices of meditation or any mind activity without a goal 

( eventhough one can argue that such an activity can be a goal already) what these 

processes show are the impossibilities to step outside of oneself to watch person's 

mind during the mind-body experiences and to translate these experiences as they 

are. All the translated experiences are secondary experiences, defined by their 

medium and communicated further on while crossing the border between 

consciousness and social system. And it is actually that very act of trans lati on, the 

link-up (relation) with the outside that produces new spaces or, to be more precise, 

new "becoming-space". 
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CONCLUSION 

"Nature induces difference; no two trees are completely identical. Y et nature, at 

another level also produces difference; different species; trees with different 

texture and so on. Why should spaces created by virtue of human understanding 

be any less varied, as works or products, than those produced by nature, than 

landscapes or living beings?"253 

The "material" presented in this dissertation is not intended to serve as a finished 

work closed in itself, but rather as a set of openings to the various issues relating 

to production and configurations of differential spaces of art. The aim of this 

dissertation is to expose the actual production of space; i.e. to elucidate the 

circumstances for production of differential spaces of art which represents a 

"differential" approach towards what used to be (and still is) considered as "art 

practices outside institutional frames". 

The 60's were especially concemed with eroding the traditional barricades set up 

"between perceiver and the perceived, between the object and the eye"254 
- and 

with the rejection of uniqueness of the work of art, overcoming the artisťs 

exclusive responsibility for the work. The Situationists, Hélio Oiticica in Brazil, 

Milan Knižak in Czechoslovakia are only few of the important names that come to 

mind. In recent years and especially in the 90's these ideas found a new ground 

with artists such as Ducha, Laura Lima, Marssares, Tunga, Cabelo, Jože Barši and 

so on. I tried to establish some sort of connection, and show how over decades 

artists were concemed over the same issues. From this reason I used - in a rather 

free manner - the examples of various space productions from different time 

periods, i.e. different spatial-historical-social settings. I am aware of the fact that 

differential spaces I emphasized are a small contribution towards understanding 

the larger phenomena; I nevertheless tried to expose certain similarities of their 

production. 

253 Henri Lefebvre: 1991, p. 397. 
254 Brian O'Doherty: 1976, p. 97. 
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Thesis's main starting-points are: 

Space production 

The switch occurs from thinking of production of objects in space to production 

of space (cf. Henri Lefebvre et. al.) while actually exposing the production and a 

product (space), transgressing its defining boundaries, resisting the passivity of 

reception. The purpose is to introduce new ways of approach through opening up 

the oppositions (institutional-non institutional, outside-inside) with a new term

which I designated as (production ot) differential spaces of art. These spaces are 

not being pre-determined as "space marked for art". The emphasis is laid on how 

these spaces get to be (socially) constructed through "art" practices or how to 

produce space with techniques of socio-cultural production. The point is not to 

reproduce (hierarchical, institutional) interpretive models, but to revise the 

paradigms, to change the analytical tools so they would allow us to discover the 

other meanings of cultures within the institutionalized one. The importance is also 

allocated to "relations" focused into the sphere ofhuman relations. 

Artist 

Artisťs work is a simultaneous reconstruction of social contexts of which it forms 

a part - differential spaces simultaneously link the social and natural contexts 

upon which they act (seeing space as a moment in the intersection of configured 

relations ). Artist is instigator of the whole process of the space production and the 

work has the biggest impact when anonymous. 

"Audience" 

The shift occurs from thinking of "audience" to those who are able to construct 

their own meaning, i.e. there is no audience anymore in a sense of spaces of 

representation. New kinds of "integrated audience", participants or "spect-actors" 

allow the creation of differential spaces of art. But the production of this space can 

never be brought about by any particular group - it must result from relations 

between groups. Potential energies of variety of groups are able to divert 
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homogenized spaces to their own purposes. Space is liable to be restored to 

ambiguity, to desires, needs, by means of music, differential systems ( differential 

models of exchange, collaboration, distribution, so called gift economy correlating 

with the art system and so on) which overwhelm the strict localization of needs 

and desires in spaces specialized by different specialists. 

"Other" 

Differential spaces of art are spaces which do not translate the othemess but invite 

the "other" through the open membrane principle of osmosis (active space), 

proposing how to belong (produce) in space; this is to be understood through 

socio-spatial dialectic also implicated in the very production of a particular space. 

Representation of differential spaces of art 

Differential spaces of art are the non-representable spaces unless they lose a part 

of their "dimensionality". But institutions are not considered potential spaces of 

representations per se but yet another possible space to tactically appropriate, i.e. 

they can get along with them and function within their mechanisms (including 

economic on es), but are at the same time able to survive in a wider social 

environment or, in a somewhat different terms, it is about how to bypass the 

institutions and at the same time acknowledge their "power" mechanisms (being 

inside and outside at the same time) which means that wherever there i s one, 

there's probably a point oftension in that space which could become a differential 

space. Differential space exists only as long as that potential exists and then a new 

space is created - that way it always allows for difference and change. 

Everydayness 

Differential spaces of art are inseparable from everyday lives and everyday 

languages as they manifest a creative capacity in their effects on daily life, on 

language and on space. They show how practices are lived in space. 
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Body 

Body can never be made an "abstract space" and is therefore a space of power, 

resistance and spatial contradictions. This is the approach where the body is the 

work and vice versa and where extemal operations become interna! part of this 

particular relation and of the entire experience. 

The main indistinctness of my thesis is in recognizing the actual production of 

differential spaces, i.e. recognizing special "rhythms". Why is, after all, important 

to elucidate these rhythms, to transform them into a mental construct which 

happens for example with writing a theoretical text? Even though I realize the 

importance of dialogue and heteroglossia, in "reality" this fact might be obscured 

by several reasons; in a certain way all these acts/proposals are still hermetic 

(which is nevertheless true of the so called inner spaces of mind, but that is a 

special case ). There i s also a great chance that any such event of space production 

might have become pre-determined as being art and/or become commodified once 

an attempt is put towards decoding it. This of course is not necessarily had or 

wrong, it is just something "else". 

However the questions appear at the end - how do we continue from here, in 

which direction do we go now? Have I perhaps not tried too hard to emphasize the 

necessity of existence of multiplicity of languages in today's world in order to 

prevent "the extraction of life's formula for creation"? 

Even though the production of differential spaces might seem to be an 

unproblematic ground, and spaces of art as described in the dissertation quite 

"comfortable" spaces, withdrawn from everyday life (because writing neutralizes 

such attempts) it is important to realize that these spaces are fluid spaces where 

differences intersect. And these are also spaces where we stay as workers-artists

activists with numerous hybrid competences which enable us to take a stand and 

to act in accordance with our possibilities; after all, we are all constantly 

constructing lived spaces of rhythmical everydayness and our task i s ... 
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"again and again to question, and to open up, and to invite to be with, and to 

laugh with, not at. ft is to situate oneself. To be and speak with, not of, but from a 

certain background and set ofpresuppositions, notfrom a view from nowhere. "255 

255 Mika Hannula, at http://www.valand.gu.se/newmedia!projects/EUworkshop2002/DE
SIGNER %20ST A TE!html/the3rdspace.html 
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